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SHOOTING AN INJURY
Depicting an injury through photos proved to be
rather difficult for editors Brendan Stasiewich, Maria
Dardano, and Jan Kirstyn Lopez, the team behind this
issue’s cover. Our goal was to show the pain of the
injury while being tasteful and not too cheesy. We
didn’t want our subject to appear overly upset or in
tremendous pain, but we didn’t want to shoot her with
a smiling face either. The theme “living through pain”
needed to shine through.
Our source, Maria Blanco Belver, was extremely easy to
work with. We had a number of ideas and ultimately
chose the shot where Blanco was gripping her knee,
staring into the distance. Brendan had the idea to add
motivational quotes in the background as the final
touch, giving texture to the plain black backdrop.
THE SEARCH
Our team focussed on two stories that had potential
to be on the cover: the ACL injury story and the YYC
2
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memes story. Both were good options, but the ACL
injury story turned out to be more feasible.

In order to write a great meme story, the news team
had to embark on a mission to find Calgary’s most
notoriuous memers. The success of this story relied
on finding a source who owned a meme account and
would talk to our A&E editor, Jamie McNamara, which
proved to be a difficult task. There was one particular
Instagram account he had in mind: Daquan, which
has 7.3 million followers and is likely based in Calgary.
Jamie emailed, commented and DM’d to find the
elusive memester, but he had no luck.
One of our Editor-In-Chiefs, Colin Gallant, saw that
Daquan was Ethiopian from his bio, so he even tried
to call members of the Ethiopian community in order
to contact the meme artist directly (a process that
involved contacting two wrong numbers, a toll-free
number, and the Ethiopian community center).

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

Finally, Jamie and Cassie Telford met with the owners
of two YYC-based Instagram accounts, ‘Heated’ and
‘Fedora,’ to learn how they curate their pages and try
to make a living.
ABOUT US
The Calgary Journal is produced by a vibrant team of
next-generation journalists. Based out of the Mount
Royal University journalism program, we aim to tell
the untold stories of what is current, trending, and
happening locally.
Check out the Calgary Journal online at
calgaryjournal.ca and find us on Snapchat,
Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook at
@CalgaryJournal for extra content.
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FOR STARTERS

Festival engages all ages with puppetry magic
From children’s shows to the decidedly adult Dolly Wiggler Cabaret,
the International Festival of Animated Objects has you covered

T

SAM RIDGWAY

he International Festival of Animated Objects, which runs March 1619 this year, is a series of performances, screenings, exhibitions, and
workshops involving puppets and other animated objects. Running
for its eighth year, the FAO will incorporate activity, art, engagement, and
performance through shows for children, teens, and adults.
“The festival embraces the adult form of puppetry and the sophistication
of the art,” says Pete Balkwill, Co-Artistic Director and Curator of
Live Programming with the IFAO. “It can really go quite a bit past
[expectations], but at the same time it can really be quite beautiful for
children and their imaginations.”
One exciting children’s show this year is The Umbrella, which will run in
both French and English, and which tells a tale of love and adventure.
Not all of the events are geared towards children, however. In fact,
the FAO is bringing back the favourite Dolly Wiggler Cabaret - an adultsonly series of short pieces of puppetry, hosted at the Royal Canadian #1
Legion - as well as reviving The Unlikely Birth of Istvan, which was the first
production by Old Trout Puppet Workshop in 1999.

U

ntil the 1970’s, bars in Ireland were
required by law to be closed on March
17 to honour the life of St. Patrick, who
died on that day in 461 AD. But today we honor through celebration, made much easier this
year with the holiday falling on a Friday. Need
some guidance on where to party? We have
your hookup for some of the hottest spots in
YYC.

sridgway@cjournal.ca

2500 University Dr NW

Puppets!

A week of justiﬁable indulgence

PHOTO BY SAM RIDGWAY

Cheesy decadence supports hungry Calgarians through Mealshare

JAMESONS IRISH PUBS
The biggest day of the
year for the pubs, expect
both locations to be
bumping. They also serve
a great Irish breakfast.

114 - 8 Ave SW

PHOTO COURTSEY OF: ANGUS MACASKILL

The Quebec dish’s limits are endless during poutine week.
BRITTANY SACKSCHEWSKY

T
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poutine with a purpose last year, including the
week’s top sellers at the Ship and Anchor, Bookers,
Wurst, and Bank and Baron.
The week includes never-tried-before poutines
as participating restaurants get creative for fans
of the fry and gravy indulgence. Buy a poutine
and provide a meal for someone in need and
explore some of Calgary’s best. Don’t forget to use
#PoutineWeekYYC if you post your good deeds
and heaping piles of cheese curd, gravy and fries!

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

5111 - 21 St SW

1230 - 17 Ave SW
3790 Brentwood Rd NW

JAMES JOYCE IRISH PUBS
Claiming to have the biggest party in the city, doors
open at 10 A.M. You can
get VIP tickets for $25 that
gets you a “free gift” and
you can skip the line.

ST. MARY’S CATHEDRAL
While drinking may not
be for everyone, eating
definitely is. The Calgary
Irish Cultural Society
hosts a potluck following
a St. Patrick’s Day mass.

bsackschewsky@cjournal.ca

he Canadian dream is coming true for
those who want to eat poutine for seven
consecutive days. Leave the guilt behind
and dig into Calgary Poutine Week April 21 - 29.
Every poutine sold during Calgary’s cheesiest
week of the year provides a free meal to someone
in need.
Mealshare, a small but mighty force, sold just
over 5,000 poutines last year, feeding more than
just poutine lovers. Over 50 restaurants served

THE DEN
The University of Calgary
gets packed each and
every St. Patrick’s day. Not
only is the beer green, it’s
also very affordable.

219 - 18 Ave SW

ROAD RACE
This annual 5 or 10
K.M. race kicks off on
March 12 and supports
The Canadian Diabetes
Association. There’s also
a post-race draw to win
your weight in beer.

PHOTOS LICENSED UNDER CREATIVE COMMONS

Nightlife Fitness

Keeping workouts exciting in YYC

YYC Cycle is lit like a nightclub.

I

MARIA DARDANO

Where fashions intersects with tech

The ﬁfth Make Fashion in Calgary adds music to their innovative showcase

PHOTO BY MARIA DARDANO
mdardano@cjournal.ca

magine. It’s Friday night, you’re putting on your best
outfit and getting ready for the night of your life. You
walk into the hottest spot in Calgary, check in at the
front, and walk into a room full of energy, opportunity,
self improvement, and spin bikes. No, you are not at
Calgary’s hottest club, but you are immersed in the same
music and energy. You are at one of the many nightlife
fitness studios in Calgary, YYC Cycle.
This spin studio has created the opportunity for
working out to be fun since 2013. YYC Cycle has been
the platform for the community, or as they call it, the
Bikergang, to escape from their everyday lives, grow to
be better versions of themselves, and sweat it out on
the bike. Every 50-minute class allows the Bikergang
to experience so much more than just a workout. That
spin bike is merely an accessory to what happens in
that 50-minute class. Andrew Obrecht, co-owner and
motivator at YYC Cycle, says, “the bike became a platform
for positivity, passion, community and authenticity and
everything that’s in our mantra.” Because of studios like
these, working out doesn’t have to be so conventional,
and there are many opportunities to change the way
you work out in Calgary. Calgary has a variety of fitness
studios with this atmosphere including, UNDRCARD
Boxing Studio, RUMBLE Boxing Studio, and YYC Cycle.

YYC Cycle’s brand is about more than fitness. PHOTO BY MARIA DARDANO

Models don high tech garments at an editorial shoot.
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n the sea of spaceships at the Star Trek exhibit at
Telus Spark you will soon find flouncing gowns
donned in lights and everything the latest and
greatest technology has to offer for Make Fashion’s
much anticipated annual gala.
Launched into the stratosphere in 2012, Make
Fashion has since gone on to become one of the
world leaders in wearable technology. In recent
years, the show has made its way to San Francisco,
China and some of the world’s largest fashion
capitals, New York and Paris.
Chief artistic director Catherine Larose says that
using fashion helps to “demystify technology.”
“As soon as you take the parts of a cellphone and
put them into a dress, all of a sudden everybody
wants to know how that works.”
This year’s gala in Calgary will mark the
organizations fifth show in the city, showcasing the
work of 22 design teams composed of designers,
tech experts and engineers. Erina Kashihara, the
Japan-based light artist behind the first light dress
in 1985, among other leaders in the industry are all
participants this year in the show Larose describes
as “rock n’ roll fashion from the future” along with “a
little bit of alien stuff.”
In addition to dance performances, this year

audiences will enjoy original, live music that will pair
perfectly with the projection mapping from multi
Emmy award winning Michael Fournier of Jump
Studios TV and Mudge Music.
For more information on Make Fashion at Telus
Spark on April 1, visit www.makefashion.ca.

Make Fashion at Maker Faire Shenzhen 2015.
PHOTO PROVIDED BY MAKE FASHION
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Trials, testimony and trauma:
How Canadian jurors are paying the price

Experts and former jurors demand changes to protect juries from the lasting eﬀects of
brutal testimony and evidence
NINA GROSSMAN

A

ngrossman@cjournal.ca

child’s tooth. A small, bloody hand print. A
blood-splattered dumbbell. Aerial photos
showing what appear to be three bodies lying
face down, one notably smaller than the others.
Evidence from the Douglas Garland triple-murder
trial in Calgary shocked the country. Garland is
convicted of first-degree murder in the deaths of
Calgarians Kathy and Alvin Liknes and their five-yearold grandson, Nathan O’Brien.
While most people have the choice to turn away
from the horror by shutting off the radio, putting
down the newspaper or closing the browser, jurors do
not. There is no way to escape the gruesome details.
On the first day of the trial, Court of Queen’s Bench
Justice David Gates told the jury that some of what
they would hear might be “emotionally distressing
or disturbing” and that there are counselling services
available to them.
Minutes later, Crown prosecutor Vicki Faulkner tells
the jury that over the course of the trial, they would
hear how the Calgary couple and their grandson
were violently taken from their beds and killed, their
bodies later incinerated.
“The bodies were never recovered,” she says.
But even without bodies, the evidence is unsettling.
The jurors hear about police finding a small tooth
in the burn barrel, along with DNA on meathooks and
a hacksaw recovered on the accused’s property.
Then there was the blood, found all over the Liknes
Parkhill area home.
Within the first few hours of the Douglas Garland
trial, jurors had already heard a stomach-churning
address from the Crown.
Imagine what they heard over the month-long trial.

A JUROR’S TRAUMA
Torontonian Mark Farrant doesn’t have to imagine.
In 2014, Farrant served as a jury foreman in the first
degree murder trial of Farshad Badakhshan who was
found guilty of murdering his girlfriend, 23-year-old
Carina Petrache.
Badakhshan slit Petrache’s throat, stabbed her
multiple times, locked her up and set the rooming
house where they both lived on fire.

6
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Within the first hours of the Douglas Garland trial at the Calgary Courts Centre on Jan.16, the jury had already heard about
emotionally upsetting evidence. Graphic and disturbing information about the triple murder would continue to be revealed over
the coming weeks.
PHOTO BY NINA GROSSMAN
“You just don’t know what you’re getting into when
you receive a summons,” Farrant explains how he
saw physical evidence, autopsy photos, crime scene
photos and videos, and extensive details about the
victim’s wounds and final moments.
“You can’t look away from any of the evidence. You
have to take it all in.”
Without any prior court experience, Farrant says he
didn’t grasp the magnitude of the crime he was being
exposed to until an experienced first responder took
the stand as a witness.
“I think that was one of the first triggers for me in
the sense that I knew that this was not an ordinary
case,” Farrant explains. “I watched a seasoned fire
captain cry on the stand and say that this was the
worst thing he’d ever experienced.”
Farrant continued working during the four-month
trial, and during short breaks he would go into the
office of the media company he worked for.
You’re sitting there in a meeting [with] mundane

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

[tasks], and co-workers and staff, and you’re sitting
there thinking to yourself, ‘You people would not
believe what I’ve seen.’”
Farrant didn’t yet know that his mind would be
replaying scenes from the trial long after it ended.
ANGUISH AND ISOLATION
Trauma expert and registered psychologist Patricia
Kostouros says the duration and frequency at which
jurors are barraged with disturbing information is
partly to blame for adverse mental health effects.
And if the jurors mentally check out, Kostouros
says it’s a disservice to the administration of justice
altogether.
“By bombarding jurors with material that’s really
difficult, they have to dissociate or withdraw mentally
from the material [and] then they really haven’t taken
it all in anyway,” Kostouros explains.
Kostouros, who is an expert in “compassion
fatigue”, or “secondary trauma,” says the way jurors

NEWS
are exposed to evidence and testimony makes them,
in her opinion, survivors of first-hand trauma.
“Because they’re not listening to somebody else’s
story about it,” she says. “They’re seeing the actual
exhibits and testimony.”
She adds the inability to talk about or seek
information during the trial can be particularly
damaging to jurors.
“The way the brain works is that when we can talk
about something, we can process it,” she says. “And
when we give language to something, it helps us
understand it and so when we’re not putting language
to it or we’re not able to talk about it, then we could
end up just looping with the same [information] over
and over again.”
Kostouros says this is one way post traumatic stress
disorder, or PTSD develops.
Farrant agrees, adding isolation took a significant
toll on his mental health during the trial, when he
couldn’t discuss anything trial related with his wife or
friends.

counselling, there are limits to what they can disclose.
Section 649 of the Canadian Criminal Code states the
disclosure of information relating to jury proceedings
is an offence punishable by summary conviction.
That means jurors can’t discuss anything related to
jury deliberations, including their personal views on
the evidence or proceedings, even to a psychologist.
A NATIONAL STRATEGY
Post-trial jury trauma has not been a big part of the
national conversation about PTSD.
The slow removal of social stigma around mental
illness may be behind the influx of jurors coming
forward.
“[It’s] a really difficult thing to do because you’re
admitting mental illness,” Farrant says, adding that he
went to the media as a last resort when he realized
that the Ontario justice system would not be helping
him overcome PTSD.
Years have passed since Farrant served as a juror.

offer up to eight free counselling sessions for Ontario
jurors post-trial. In his announcement, Naqvi thanked
Farrant for bringing the issue to his attention.
But Farrant wants to see progress in all provinces.
He says he’s contacted every attorney general in the
country and is advocating for jurors to be included in
the national strategy on PTSD and stress injuries that
was recently proposed to Parliament.
As it stands, the report advocates building a
federal framework that would ensure assessment,
treatment and long-term care for first responders and
public safety officers impacted by “operational stress
injuries.”
Farrant says jurors’ fulfillment of an involuntary
civic duty—the only form of Canadian conscription—
must be recognized.
“Including jurors [in the national PTSD and stress
injuries framework] ensures that we respect the role
that our citizens play directly in justice and the civic
duty that they not just provide [but] answer,” he says.

“You can’t look away from
any of the evidence. You
have to take it all in.”
-Mark Farrant

It took some time before Farrant realized that he
needed to get help.
“I wasn’t calling friends, I wasn’t going out, I wasn’t
eating. I was seeing constant flashbacks,” he says.
“Every social interaction I would have, I would have
these flashbacks and these hounding images.”
Farrant wasn’t diagnosed with PTSD until a year
after the trial ended.
POST-TRIAL MENTAL HEALTH ASSISTANCE
There is limited information available about posttrial counselling services for jurors in Alberta. But
nationally, the province is one of only a few that
provide any mental health assistance for jurors at all.
Quebec and Nova Scotia still require that mental
health assistance be judge-approved and Ontario
only recently launched a program that provides
counselling sessions post-trial.
Even in provinces where jurors have access to

ILLUSTRATION BY CASSIE TELFORD
While he still suffers from PTSD and sees a psychologist
once a week, his experience has motivated him to
become an activist, and he is now one of the loudest
voices advocating for post-trial mental health services
for jurors across the country.
On Jan. 31, Ontario Attorney General Yasir Naqvi
announced the Juror Support Program, which will

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

On Feb. 16, 2017, Douglas Garland was found
guilty of three counts of first-degree murder after
the jury deliberated for eight and half hours. While
the Garland trial is now over, Farrant knows from
first-hand experience that the trauma for jurors
may just be beginning.
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Survival of a small town
Hanna’s future beyond the coal crisis

A

EMILY ROP

erop@cjournal.ca

century ago, the roundhouse in Hanna, Alta.
would have been a bustling hub for railway
workers and travelers passing through. Metal
would be screeching, engines roaring and whistles
blowing, but now, the abandoned roundhouse that
once serviced thousands of locomotives is silent.
Though it might seem like an ominous warning of a
ghost town in the making, especially in a town that is
about to lose one of its primary industries, Hanna is
still hoping for a long and vibrant future.
Growing cities and changing technologies are
generally viewed as marks of progress, but they also
come at a cost, as vibrant rural communities are
disrupted and even deserted as ghost towns.
The industries which once supported Alberta’s rural
communities are becoming obsolete. From railroads
to traditional agriculture, the industries at the centre
of the province’s towns have shifted and changed,
and in some cases, disappeared altogether. Coal is
one of the industries facing extinction.
Hanna, located three hours northeast of Calgary, is
one of the small towns affected by the demise of coal.
Home to approximately 2,600 people, it relies on
the Sheerness coal mine, owned by Westmoreland
Coal Company, and the adjacent coal-fired power
plant, co-owned by ATCO Power and TransAlta, as two
of its major employers.
The Sheerness mine and power plant are scheduled
to shut down by 2030, and Chris Warwick, the mayor
of Hanna, knows that their impending closure will hit
the town hard.
“There is the potential to lose 10-25 per cent of our
population as a direct result,” says Warwick. “It will be
very devastating to us.”

PHASING OUT COAL
Alberta’s Climate Leadership Plan states that “there
will be no pollution from coal-fired electricity
generation by 2030.”
This means that six of Alberta’s coal-fired
generating stations and the associated mines will be
forced to close several years earlier than they would
have under federal requirements. Towns built around
the coal industry will be faced with the challenge of
rebuilding their economies in order to survive.
With approximately 200 employees working at the
Sheerness mine and generating station, the loss of
jobs would directly affect over 10 per cent of Hanna’s
population, and even more when a spouse or family
is taken into consideration.
Warwick, a third-generation hardware store owner,
understands the impact this will have on the business
community and the town as a whole.
“If we lose 10 per cent of the population, then
theoretically, 10 per cent of my sales will drop. That’s
10 per cent less income ... and I may have to lay off 10
per cent of my employees. If I do that, and everybody
else does that, it’s not very promising,” says Warwick.
On the frontlines at his hardware store and as
mayor, Warwick hopes that despite an uncertain
future, he can assure people that the town will live on.
“Right now I spend at least a half an hour a day
just talking with people in the store about what’s
going to happen,” says Warwick. “The situation can be
frustrating at times, but I love being able to try and
put people at ease and say it’s not going to be the
end, we’re going to be here. It’s a strong community.”
When an imminent crisis such as this arises, what
can rural Alberta towns do to stay strong and survive?

The Sheerness coal mine, owned by Westmoreland Coal Company, is one of only five coal mines used for energy production in Alberta. Nationally,
there are 19 coal mines still operated in Canada.
PHOTO BY EMILY ROP
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COMMUNICATION AND MITIGATION ARE KEY
Dee Ann Benard, the executive director of the
Rural Alberta Development Network, believes that
communication in the community is vital to success.
“If you have a group of people in a community that
have the right attitude and they’re really committed
to trying to make their community succeed, they
often are successful,” says Benard. “In communities
that are less successful, often their challenges are
getting the people to agree on the issues and to work
together towards solutions.”
Warwick agrees that some of the most important
keys to the survival of Hanna are communication,
collaboration and leadership.
“Now is not the time to panic,” says Warwick. “Now
is the time to come together, and let’s come up with a
solution as a community together.
Benard has seen examples of small towns
overcoming similar situations and credits their
resilience in part to being proactive.
With the loss of coal impending, the town of Hanna
is hoping to mitigate the risk as much as they can and
identify their assets and opportunities.
The town has been working on two studies that
could help them lessen the effects of the coal phaseout. The Impact Study will provide data on the
potential effect of the closure, and the Assets and
Opportunities Study will identify ways the town can
utilize its strengths to move forward.
“I’ll be honest, I’m the last person who wants to
do studies,” says Warwick. “But this impact study
that we’ve done, I think it’s imperative that every
community do one. It really is an awakening and it
gives you a baseline to go on.”
HARNESSING HANNA’S ASSETS
Cactus
Corridor
Economic
Development
Corporation (CCEDC) is a nonprofit organization
that has been working with the town of Hanna
and surrounding areas to help them develop their
economy.
Trisha Sewell, the economic development officer
with CCEDC, says the types of industries that Hanna
brings in once coal is eliminated will be crucial.
“It’s not as simple as bringing in any type of
industry to replace that, it has to be things that
require education like trades, so that it really creates
that economy where people are being paid well
and then they trickle that back into the economy
and everybody does well,” says Sewell.

NEWS
Sewell has identified the town’s longstanding
agricultural industry, its location as a transportation
hub and the potential for renewable resource
operations as three of Hanna’s primary assets that
could help them through the transition.
When driving to Hanna, farms and ranches extend
in every direction under Alberta’s wide open prairie
sky, with large herds of cattle dotting the landscape
due to the area’s large livestock industry.
“Our agriculture industry has always been very
strong,” says Sewell, who hopes to build on this
foundation and harness agricultural opportunities.
“It has supported this community through many
different changes, whether it be the railway or even
this change we’ll have with the coal transitioning.”
Hanna is located off of Highway 36, a high-wide
load corridor. This means that it sees a lot of traffic
and is able to accommodate large transport vehicles
moving north and south. The perpendicular Highway
9 often brings traffic to and from Saskatchewan.
“We’re at least located on major transportation
highways and we have the ability to handle the
traffic, so now we need to look at seizing those
opportunities,” says Sewell.
In regards to renewable energy, Sewell says
“we know it’s coming” and hopes the town will be
prepared to engage with the possibilities that it
brings, whether that means programs to educate
people on wind and solar technology or even the
creation of new renewable resource initiatives.
But the possibilities aren’t limited to those three
industries, and Sewell says it will be important to
identify any of the opportunities that exist, including
fostering entrepreneurship and new businesses.
Fortunately for Hanna, the town has high-speed
internet, something that was once rare in rural Alberta
but is becoming a more common amenity that could
draw in businesses and entrepreneurs.

“Now is not the time to
panic. Now is the time to
come together, and let’s
come up with a solution
as a community together.”
– Mayor Chris Warwick

ALL ABOARD!
Tourism growth is another opportunity that the town
and CCEDC have been exploring.
The area is already home to several tourist
destinations, including Hanna Museum and Pioneer
Village, Prairie Oasis Park, Fox Lake Park and a popular
golf course. Hanna is also part of the Canadian
Badlands and is located an hour from Drumheller.
Although the railroad is long gone, Warwick and
Sewell agree the town’s railroad history may still be a
vital asset in rebranding the town for tourism.

Several crossbuck signs can be seen around Hanna as part of the project to highlight the town’s railroad identity and history. The town was able to
secure these signs when a nearby railroad was taken out.
PHOTO BY EMILY ROP

Incorporated as a town in 1914 and named after
D.B. Hanna, vice president of the Canadian Northern
Railway, Hanna’s primary role during its early years
was as a railroad service point for the Goose Lake Line
between Calgary and Saskatoon.
A roundhouse was built in Hanna, equipped with
a turntable to maintain and repair the trains that
passed through. Soon, Hanna grew into a bustling
town with a hospital, churches, schools, a theatre and
restaurants, among other amenities and businesses.
Now, the town has preserved 20 of its historic
buildings along with a collection of artifacts at the
Hanna Museum and Pioneer Village. Visitors can
travel back in time and visit sites such as the town’s
first hospital, staged with medical equipment from its
time, or step into a 1930s schoolhouse and hear the
bell ring as though class is about to begin.
John Kaster, president of the Hanna Museum and
Historical Society, believes that Hanna’s history is an
indication of its strength. The town was built on the
foundations of agriculture and the railroad, but when
the railroad became obsolete, Hanna adapted and
shifted towards the coal industry.
“We’ve developed a lot of survival skills,” says
Kaster. “We seem to ride a roller coaster. There’s been
changes in agriculture, we had lots of CNR people for
a while but then that went down, and then we had
coal miners and power plant operators, but now it
looks like that doesn’t have a long future.”
With coal now nearing the end of its lifetime, the
town’s historical identity may help it to usher in an
opportunity for tourism that could alleviate some of
the impacts they are facing.
CCEDC has been working on a grassroots initiative
called All Aboard, incorporating several tourism
projects to give Hanna a railtown theme.
Sewell says that this theme was created through
talking to people in the community who said they
identified with the town’s railway history.
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

A FUTURE FOR HANNA
If towns such as Hanna can survive, the whole
province will benefit from the resources that rural
Alberta contributes.
“If you want to have oil and gas and farming and all
those kinds of things, you need communities in rural
Alberta to service them. And if you want people to
live there, you have to have businesses and services
to support them,” says Benard.
Hanna’s population has dropped in the past two
years, by six per cent in 2014 and four per cent in
2015. With the uncertain future ahead, it is even
harder for the town to retain its population or draw
more people in.
“Our greatest challenge is retention, to keep people
here, and when you pull an industry out of us like
they’re proposing, it makes it even that much more
difficult,” says Warwick.
However, Warwick is confident that if they are able
to attract more businesses and people willing to
move to Hanna, they won’t be disappointed.
“One of the things that I try to drive across to
anybody is that we’re not living here because we have
to, it’s a choice. We live here because we want to,” says
Warwick, who has lived win urban areas but always
knew that this town was home.
“Everybody knows everybody. I’ve seen countless
times, people are driving and they get stuck in the
winter or something and the first person to come is
a farmer who fires up his tractor. He’ll come and pull
you out, and if you try to offer him money, he would
never ever ever ever take it. That’s what rural life is.”
Despite the challenges ahead, the mayor is
optimistic that Hanna is far from a ghost town.
“We’re open for business, and it’s a great place to
do business. The population will still be here. Hanna’s
not going to die. It will hurt us quite a lot, but we’re
resilient, and we will still be here for sure.”
MARCH/APRIL 2017
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City hopes 17th Ave construction plan will
beneﬁt businesses in the long run

Massive reconstruction on the popular avenue likely to disrupt businesses to
some extent, but city hopes to minimize the disturbances
SARAH ALLEN

sallen@cjournal.ca

CASSIE TELFORD

ctelford@cjournal.ca

T

he City of Calgary is in the process of giving
17th Avenue a major facelift, one that will give
drivers and local businesses headaches.
Because of a 100-year-old water mains under this
east-west road, the city is currently doing a complete
overhaul of 17th Avenue between MacLeod Trail
S.E. and 14th Street S.W. Underground utilities —
including power, gas, and telecommunications
— will be upgraded while the busy street itself will
revamped to make it more pedestrian friendly.
Dan Jones, operations manager for the project,
says, “the difficulty with any big city is maintaining
the old infrastructure while minimizing impact to
the current situation. So whether it’s roads, whether
it’s water mains, whether it’s sidewalks, nothing lasts
forever.”
Safety improvements will be made by way of new
travel lane designs, curb extensions on side streets,
and additional crosswalks, according to the City of
Calgary.
A newly constructed roadway will also mean having
a new foundation and asphalt surface.
“It has to be done at some point right, so what
can we do?” Coutinho explained. “They told us what
they were going to do, they gave us some forms to
fill out and they offered a community meeting for
us to go to, explaining the details of what needed
to be done.”
Coutinho agreed with the city saying he’d rather
them do it piece by piece rather than digging up
the whole road all at once.
Some businesses are more concerned though.

“The challenge for us in the
current economy is to maintain
business access”
–Dan Jones
“Knowing that it’s cost effective to replace the
infrastructure, the challenge for us in the current
economy is to maintain business access, to
maintain use of the sidewalk while you’re digging
up the road,” Jones explains.
“That’s something that I would say, probably in
the last year or so, we’ve taken a more critical view
on, because 15 years ago, if we had to do this, we
would dig up the road and we leave people to fend
for themselves,” Jones says. “Whereas now we are
trying to be more partnership oriented with the
businesses so that as we disrupt traffic, we do our
best to enable people still to visit the businesses
and that’s critical.”
While the city continues to move construction
up the avenue, we spoke with Dante Coutinho the
owner of longstanding business, Earth Gems about
how he felt the city dealt with the construction.
10
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Sam Friley, who owns Buttermilk Fine Waffles,
recently told the CBC that the construction
is just one more in a series of challenges
small businesses are facing, including big tax
increases in the beltline.
“The traffic closure is like the death blow after
all these other kind of hurdles,” Friley said.
The current budget for the upgrades is $44
million and is expected to be completed by late
2018.

The City of Calgary’s proposed timeline for the development of the 17th Ave BRT line.
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Crackdown on Carl

MRU student living in her van named Carl is banned from parking overnight on campus
Nora Cruickshank

T

ncruickshank@cjournal.ca

Hannah Willinger

hwillinger@cjournal.ca

hree weeks into term, Alana Keleigh, a Mount
Royal University student, found an eviction
notice shoved in the door of her Dodge B-series
van, nicknamed Carl. The notice was a warning that
she had violated MRU’s parking policies by staying
overnight in the parking lots while living in her van.
“It was pretty heavy-handed,” says the silver-dyed
hair, environmental science student.
“They were like, ‘We are going to give you [non-]
academic misconduct if you keep this up, we are
going to tow you, we could fine you.’”
Keleigh took to social media and posted a picture
of the eviction notice, stating her concerns and
frustrations about the implications of the notice she
received.
“UNIVERSITY ‘NOT SET UP FOR CAMPING’”
Written by Gerry McHugh, Mount Royal University’s
parking and transportation manager, the letter
stated overnight parking is not permitted at MRU and
Keleigh was in violation of her parking permit.
“We are not set up for camping. In our policy,
overnight parking is not permitted unless it’s
authorized and camping is not authorized at all,” says
McHugh, adding “We are not set up to take care of
people when they do that.”
Keleigh had been living in her van in MRU parking
lots since September. While she faced issues with
living the so-called #Vanlife including a broken
space heater, a break-in and numerous renovations
and repairs, the biggest obstacle by far was the
university’s unwillingness to let her stay overnight in
her self-contained van.
“I think the main thing they were concerned about
is liabilities, so if I like froze to death in the parking
lots my parents would try to sue them or something,”
says Keleigh.
OVERNIGHT PARKING POLICY IS HARD TO FIND
After some searching, the Calgary Journal was able
to locate the policy mentioned in Keleigh’s notice.
However, it was difficult to access without direction
from MRU’s parking services.
“They gave me a link but I think it was an internal
document because it is incredibly difficult to find it,”
says Keleigh.
The policy can be found through a link pathway on
Mount Royal’s website.
McHugh says Keleigh’s presence wasn’t hard to
detect by security or by other drivers. He says it was
fairly obvious that Keleigh was camping out in her
van in the parking lots because most vehicles left
overnight are not vans.
“Anytime a vehicle sits for an extended period of
time whether security or somebody that occupies
those parking lots makes us aware that the vehicle
has not moved,” says McHugh, adding another source

Alana Keleigh moved into her van, dubbed Carl Armageddon Alberta in late August. Her journey living in a van through the school
year has come with its ups and downs but Keleigh was determined to prove she was cut out for the lifestyle she loves.
PHOTO BY NORA CRUIKSHANK
that brought Keleigh and Carl to their attention was
a multimedia story published by the Calgary Journal
in January.
“A lot of the vehicles that were left over were
residence students. Residence students have permits
that allow them to leave their vehicles in a parking lot
because they are living here [MRU].”
Keleigh says she was caught off guard when she
got the letter that warned of her eviction, saying she
hadn’t received any notice or prior warning.
“There was nothing, nada,” she says. “I mean but
how could you not be on to me; I’m a big red smear
on the horizon?”
McHugh, however, insists parking services issued a
warning ticket for her overnight parking before they
followed up with an official notice.
#VANLIFE UNDER THREAT
While Keleigh was at first upset by the notice of
possible eviction and the possible fine she could
receive, her concern was more with the tone.
“I didn’t really like the implications that it gave, that
I like needed financial or psychiatric help,” Keleigh
says regarding the list of aids and services that were
outlined in the MRU letter.
The university’s communications manager, Andrea
Ranson, says the list of resources was given to Keleigh
in good faith.
“We wanted to make sure she had access to
whatever resources she would need, both from the
student association and the university so we didn’t
know what her situation was, what her motivation
was for parking and living in the parking lot.”
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

Mount Royal University offers many different
services for students including help with funding,
careers, health and wellness among others. But
Keleigh says she’s living independently and not in
need of help.
Keleigh adds she feels like she’s dodging capitalism
with her attempt at living an alternative lifestyle, but
institutions appear less interested in supporting the
#Vanlife lifestyle.
“Not just the school policies but the municipal
policies, and what not, and all of those laws are
completely against alternative lifestyles.”
“I thought I was being clever and apparently I am
being a scum of society,” she adds.
KELEIGH AND CARL MOVIN’ ON
Ranson says that parking services worked hard to
contact Keleigh in early February “so that she wouldn’t
be worried and we could talk to her in person.”
Keleigh eventually met with Ranson and McHugh
to discuss the situation, and Ranson says that
everything was settled between Keleigh and the
university.
“So she’s getting her refund ... she’s giving us her
time for leaving [the premises].”
Ranson adds that if Keleigh’s van had needed a
boost they would have also gladly helped.
As for Keleigh, she isn’t moving far. Her new parking
spot will be within walking distance of the MRU
parking lots from which she was evicted.
For a close-up look at Keleigh and Carl, check out
the #Vanlife documentary at CalgaryJournal.ca in
the Living Section.
MARCH/APRIL 2017
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Making it as a fashion blogger in corporate Calgary
How diﬃcult is it for fashion devotees to make a living in the city?

W

KARINA YACEYKO

hen you think Calgary, I bet you
think: buzzing fashion scene.
No? Me neither. In the land of
oil and gas, and the Stampede, the world
of fashion isn’t at the forefront of people’s
minds. That may be why many interested
in fashion choose to leave the city. But not
everyone is taking off. A growing number
of fashion bloggers are building their
brand right here in YYC without having to
cross borders or oceans.
Kat Marks, an entrepreneurship and
social innovation professor at Mount Royal
University, is now a renowned creative
leader in the fashion industry. She says
she would have never got where she is
today if she hadn’t left Calgary for London
to kick-start her career.
“When I was in the UK I was able to
really grow my network because I was in a
city that was so saturated with the fashion
industry,” says Marks. “So I was able to
connect with really high profile industry
players like photographers, magazines,
stylists, other fashion designers and I was
able to bring that network back to Canada
when I returned in 2013.”
Despite the challenges of succeeding
in fashion in YYC, several bloggers are

Since starting her blog, YYC Belle, Chloe
Cappelletto has made numerous appearances
around the city.
PHOTO COURTESY OF YYCBELLE.COM
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establishing themselves by writing about
what they love and striking deals with big
brands.
With over 22,000 followers between
all of their social platforms combined,
here’s what a few of the city’s new and
established fashion bloggers have to say
about making it in the city.
CHLOE CAPPELLETTO
yycbelle.com
Chloe Cappelletto started her fashion
career with a “fairly established-ish”
Instagram account. She used that fame
to launch her own fashion blog, YYC Belle,
in 2014, and less than a year later she was
named one of Calgary’s 10 best dressed
by Avenue Magazine.
Cappelletto says it’s not surprising
Calgary isn’t known for its fashion scene in
such a corporate city, because people here
can be limited in their fashion choices.
“I think Calgary is super conservative
and it’s an oil and gas-based town and
most people are working in an office
.... Just think for an office job you’re not
going to wear a crazy outfit or something
a little risqué.”
While the scene isn’t as large as in other
cities, Cappelletto has managed to build a
strong Instagram following of more than
5,300 and made numerous appearances
at fashion events around the city at places
like Holt Renfrew, even taking on hosting
gigs such as one for Global Fest in 2015.
PAUL CONRAD SCHNEIDER
theyouthnovels.net
Being invited to cut the ribbon for Chinook
Centre’s Topshop/Topman grand opening
with fellow local blogger Ania Boniecka in
2013 was the moment when Paul Conrad
Schneider made the conscious choice
that he was going to make blogging more
than just a hobby.
With a unique style that doesn’t quite
follow the Calgary “Aritzia aesthetic”
rulebook, Schneider believes his standout
style in minimalistic community has
actually worked in his favour.
“I think that ‘woah, what is he doing?’
factor really works for me because then
it gets people interested, because they’re
like ‘I’ve never seen someone like this
in the city, what is he doing, what is he
about? I want to know.’”
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

has allowed her to experiment with her
true style and self.
“I’m not doing anything wrong, but
people feel so uncomfortable whenever
someone does something different that it
can be really intimidating to do something
new … especially in a city like Calgary
where a lot of the metric of success seems
to be external approval.”

Paul Conrad Schneider, author of The Youth
Novels blog, uses his unique style to his
advantage, letting him stand out in the
Calgary crowd.
PHOTO COURTESY OF THEYOUTHNOVELS.NET
One of Schneider’s big concerns with
the local scene is the lack of diversity and
experimentation, largely owing to leading
retailers.
“I think they dumb down their buys for
our market because they think Calgary is
this cowboy city so they bring in simple
brands … because it’s so different and
they don’t think it would perform, but
they don’t give it that chance.”
ELIZABETH SCOTT
kateohman.wordpress.com
Unlike Schneider and Cappelletto,
Elizabeth Scott has made the move from
her home of Calgary to London, England.
Scott, creative force behind Kate Ohman,
says the fashion scene in London is polar
opposite of her hometown, noting that
the UK scene seems infinite. “I feel like
[Calgary] has a token fashion scene. Like
it exists enough that we can say there’s a
fashion scene there but there’s not really a
lot going on there.”
Comparing Calgary’s market to the
generic Instagram photo of “a cappuccino
and a succulent on a white marble table”
that crops up on your feed daily, Scott
started her blog as a way to spread more
diversity around the city and the blogging
community.
Admitting to never feeling like she
could fit in, Scott says her life in London

WHAT NOW?
While each blogger agrees that the
fashion scene in Calgary isn’t as diverse
as other cities, each has still managed to
find success with their dedication to their
craft, though none of them rely entirely
on blogging for their income. But is there
hope for a growing industry?
Marks says that the city’s fashion scene
has actually expanded since she left to
pursue her career 12 years ago.
Thanks to local organizations such
as Park, Calgarians have been further
exposed to the world of fashion. As an
example, Park’s annual Parkshow and
Parkluxe fashion shows in 2015 enjoyed
sold-out shows which resulted in
organizers adding more shows in 2016
which also sold out.
While Cappelletto admits it may be
easier to make it in another city as a
fashion blogger, the real key to success is
persistence.
“Keep doing what you’re doing …
it will come.”

Before launching her Kate Ohman fashion blog,
Elizabeth Scott got her start with Other Girls, a
blog that focused on Calgary women who inspired
her.
PHOTO COURTESY OF KATEOHMAN.WORDPRESS.COM
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f you’ve ever tapped Instagram’s explore icon,
you know the kind of page: a mish-mash of lo-fi,
pixelated posts and memes featuring “Kermit,” or
“Salt Bae,” the salt-sprinkling restaurateur who has
sprinkled his way to Internet fame.
These pages originate from all over the globe, but
surprisingly, Calgary is home to a number of successful
meme pages on Instagram, including @daquan, a
page with more than 7.3 million followers. @daquan
is one of a handful of Calgary-based accounts that
has managed to turn Internet humour and content
curation into a money-making venture.
Despite repeated requests, @daquan remains
elusive, never surfacing to discuss the ins and outs of
one of Calgary’s biggest meme accounts. Others were
willing to talk about what seems to be a flourishing
industry, though they refused to disclose their full
names for fear of doxxing (having sensitive personal
information used against you) and internet backlash.
“You wouldn’t know it, not a lot of people know, but
there’s a huge market for advertising on Instagram and
the names on Instagram,” says Sama, the admin of @
heated, a Calgary-based meme account with upwards
of 100,000 followers on Instagram.
Along with his high-school friend and fellow admin
Junior, the two 22-year-old self-described “memelords” have managed to turn memes into money,
racking up tens of thousands of followers and enough
profits to pay some bills.
MEMERGENCE
Internet memes trace back to the earliest days of the web,
but thanks to the 2016 election, where Donald Trump
supporters engaged in “meme warfare,” and the increasing
ubiquity of social media, pages slinging the latest memes
and their creators have edged closer to the mainstream.

ARTWORK BY JAN LOPEZ AND JAMIE MCNAMARA

Sama (@heated, Left) and Junior (@fedora, Right) are using memes to make money. PHOTOS COURTESY OF @HEATED AND @JUNIOR
For Junior and Sama, the idea for their pages began
about a year ago.
“Hey, you wanna start up meme accounts on
Instagram?“ Junior recalls asking Sama.
From there, Junior says the concept ballooned.
“Once we get big, we’ll start advertising for people, start
doing our own thing with it, that’s basically how it started.”
Now, with their talk of demographics and audience
growth, the two sound more like seasoned marketing
pros than recent high school grads. But the internet
culture enthusiasts have clearly been styled by the web,
with Junior flashing off his Yeezy Boost shoes, and Sama
sporting the typical hoodie and jeans.
Sama has a light-hearted attitude to the work, but
Junior has the intensity of Stringer Bell, Idris Elba’s iconic
character from The Wire. But instead of studying the drug
trade like Bell, Junior and Sama traffic in memes.
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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MEMETIZATION
The market for Instagram accounts has spawned
a micro-industry of people that use websites like
Fameswap.com and buysellshoutouts.com to
complete transactions that can range from timesensitive “shoutouts” (or advertisements for other
accounts, often in the form of a caption) to even
the wholesale purchase of another user’s account
for an agreed upon price, often ranging from $100
to tens of thousands of dollars.
While buying and selling an account may be a
violation of Instagram’s terms of service, Junior
says that it hasn’t stopped most content pages
from starting with accounts bought online.
“For a 1-million follower account that’s active,
that can go for around $20,000 USD. Essentially
… we started some accounts from zero [followers]
and just kept on growing it,” says Junior. At time
of publication, dozens of Instagram accounts were
for sale on Fameswap, priced between $100 and
$7,400 for an account promising 610,000 followers.
There are other options for monetizing popular
accounts.
“Let’s say you have a 1-million follower account,
you could probably sell a shoutout for an hour for like
$100 US. You can do either a caption, a picture, or both.
Once we get up there, that’s easy money,” Junior says.

14
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That long-term thinking is evident in everything
Junior and Sama do with their accounts. And while
both admit that they’re not “up there” just yet, the
last year has still shown them enough success that

“This is a doorway that
I see has opened up.
I see the roads, I see
where it can take me.”
–Sama, @heated

they want to move forward. Neither holds down
a regular job, but Sama and Junior have grand
ambitions beyond Instagram.

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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“I have an idea of where I see myself in five
years,” says the Pakistan-born Sama. “This is a
doorway that I see has opened up. I see the roads,
I see where it can take me.”
Sama says that recent success has allowed him
to start charging for shoutouts, with his going rate
at $300 for a 24-hour shoutout, the highest rate
they’ve been able to charge.
Sama insists it’s all part of his larger plan to one
day open an online storefront to connect with his
advertisers in a way that doesn’t cause viewers to
flee.
“It’s just another means to an end. Before I
saturate my market, my viewers know, if you keep
doing shout-outs and you keep doing ads, people
notice, and they decide that they’re going to stop
following you.”
As for Junior, the Philippines-born, Calgarybred meme-trepreneuer says he is going to SAIT
for business, but he insists his future exists in
marketing. He credits the contacts he’s gained
from Instagram as the driving force behind that
goal.
“I’ve talked to so many millionaires on the
Internet that drove me to think, ‘Wow, I want to be
at that point,’” Junior says. “I’ve worked with them
and they’re like our age and under.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF @HEATED
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MEME CLIQUES
As serious as the money can be for top-tier
Instagram hubs like the cheekily-named @fuckjerry
and @thefatjewish, the two Ernest Manning High
School grads still maintain a tongue-in-cheek
attitude towards memes.

PHOTO COURTESY OF @CUTER

“What you have to do,
since there’s such a large
following, is you have to
not care about whether
or not people are going
to like your memes.”
–Sama, @heated

“I was trolling the whole meme community,” Sama
boasts about his ability to prod other memers with
direct messages.

PHOTO COURTESY OF @HEATED

Junior (@fedora, front) and Sama (@heated, rear) break from
chatting about Gucci Mane to pose on the Sport Chek putting
green at Westbrook Mall. PHOTO BY JAMIE MCNAMARA

PHOTO COURTESY OF @HEATED
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“It’s memes, it’s a joke,” Sama explains, “I would take
watermarks and put my watermarks overtop of the
existing one so that it was double watermarked and
I ended up getting blocked by a couple huge meme
accounts.”
While Sama uses Instagram’s direct messaging
function to troll, Junior says that group chats are the key
to Instagram success.
“All the huge meme accounts — like millions of
followers — they’re all in group chats on Instagram.
When they post something, they all ask the other
accounts to like and comment so that it will pop up on
the ‘Explore’ page.”
Some of the duo’s posts include content many would
find offensive. But when asked if he ever worries about
causing anger, either based on content or copyright,
Sama maintains that joke-ish attitude.
“What you have to do, since there’s such a large
following, is you have to not care about whether or not
people are going to like your memes. There’s always
going to be somebody that doesn’t like your memes.”
For his next act, Sama is working on a number of newer
Instagram accounts such as Dependents, which has more
than 15,000 followers and Cuter, where he and Junior
post memes of cute animals.
The next time you ask yourself “who did this ?” the
answer may be two 20-something guys from Calgary.

PHOTO COURTESY OF @FEDORA
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YYC’s King of Rock ‘n’ Roll

How Will Reeb’s love of Elvis has made him the only full-time Elvis tribute act in Calgary
As an Elvis tribute act, Reeb belongs to an industry
that includes, according to The Washington Post,
an estimated 3,000 artists worldwide. Central to
the production of tribute shows, says Annerin
Productions general manager Scott Christensen, is
the re-creation of an experience for the audience.
“The more successful acts are iconic artists from
the past, and everyone’s trying to relive that,” says
Christensen. “We’ve been able to produce these
shows and send them all over the world, so there is
an appetite for them.”
Though a majority of Elvis tributes choose to
migrate to hotspots such as Las Vegas or Memphis,
Reeb chose instead to remain in his hometown of
Calgary.
“It was a no-brainer to stick around Calgary. I love
Calgary. I grew up here, it’s my home,” Reeb explains,
“and for me it’s been lucky ‘cause I’ve never really had
much competition.”

“As long as I keep
having fun with it,
I’ll keep doing it.”
Will Reeb croons as the King for an intimate audience at a
Calgary house party.
PHOTO BY NATHAN KUNZ
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s a teenager, Will Reeb made his first Elvis
jumpsuit with his sister using a generic
pattern and bell-bottom pants.
Over 40 years and 20 jumpsuits later, Reeb still
dons the King’s wardrobe, now as his full-time work
uniform.
Reeb, 58, the only full-time Elvis in Calgary, started
performing his tribute to the King of Rock ‘n’ Roll in
1975, first taking the stage as a hobby, then as a side
gig on weekends as he worked at Federal Express. In
1991, Reeb made the jump to performing full-time,
a decision that came as a response to a change in
management at Fed-Ex.
“I thought ‘You know what, if I waited ‘til the perfect
moment, it’s never gonna happen.’” Reeb recalls, “So I
said goodbye one day and I never looked back.”
Reeb was born and raised in Calgary, attended
Western Canada High School and has remained in
the city throughout his performing career. At 11, he
began borrowing his mother’s 8-track player to listen
and sing along to Elvis records as he built models in
his room. The attraction to the singer, according to
Reeb, was immediate.
“He just had this charisma about him. He was the
epitome of cool.”

16

At Bond’s house party, Reeb performed 45 minutes of
Elvis hits, requested by the client. Karaoke instrumentals
on Reeb’s personal iPod acted as a backing band as Reeb
fully committed to his routine for the 16 guests. By using
the iPod, Reeb says his ability to read the room and adapt
his set list accordingly has been strengthened.
“If I’m in the middle of a performance and I go ‘You
know what? I think they’d like this song,’ I’ll just go and
flip through and do that song,” Reeb says. “So I never do
the same show twice.”
Though Reeb dresses, sings and performs as Presley,
his crowd interaction between songs does not aim to
duplicate what Elvis did. Instead, Reeb works to engage
the audience with play-along bits and song dedications
in his own personal performance style.
In his performance for Bond’s guests, Reeb pulled a
protégé from the crowd for Jailhouse Rock, serenaded
several guests for Can’t Help Falling in Love and dedicated
Hound Dog to the family dog, Ozzy.
Overall, it’s Reeb’s love of performing that drives him
to keep his tribute alive, vowing to continue until it’s no
longer enjoyable for him or the audience.
“It continues to be fun. It gets maybe a little more
physically demanding, but it’s still a lot of fun,” says Reeb.
“As long as I keep having fun with it, I’ll keep doing it.”
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Renee Griffiths, a fan of Reeb’s who has seen him
perform over 15 times since 1999, says that what
sets him apart from other Elvis acts is the performer’s
ability to interact with his audience.
“He pays so much attention to the crowd,” says
Griffiths. “He engages everybody and makes
everybody feel really special and part of the show.”
Reeb’s effort to include the audience is crucial to his
act, as he recognizes that not everybody at his show
is guaranteed to be an Elvis fan, but they all expect to
be entertained regardless.
“I consider myself these days an entertainer first
and an Elvis performer second,” Reeb explains of his
performance mission, “because the entertainment
part is the most important thing.”
Nowadays, Reeb mostly performs private events,
including corporate parties, birthdays, retirements
and occasional weddings. Carter Bond, who hired
Reeb to perform at his annual holiday party, chose
Reeb as a surprise guest in order to liven up his gettogether with a sense of nostalgia.
“I’m of that generation, so it sounded great,”
says Bond. “Will did a great job. I mean, Elvis did
a great job.”
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A look into the global phenomenon of Elvis tribute acts.
ILLUSTRATION BY NATHAN KUNZ
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Calgary artist
FOONYAP ﬁnds
new future by
embracing the
past
Releases a new album
before embarking on
Canada-wide tour

I

ALEC WARKENTIN

awarkentin@cjournal.ca

ntrospective. Foreboding. Expansive. Feminine.
These are the words that Calgary-based artist Foon
Yap (stylized FOONYAP) says best describe her latest
album Palimpsest. Released on Oct. 21, 2016, the album
marks her first collection of solo work in over five years.
A classically trained musician brought up under the
strict disciplines of Catholicism and traditional Chinese
culture, Yap, 29, began practicing the violin at the age
of four. She was enrolled at the Mount Royal University
Conservatory at just 11 years old, at the behest of her
parents, who saw her ardent study of music as an ideal
form of discipline.
“If it would have been my choice, I would have
become a gymnast and a singer and a dancer,” says Yap,
who was made to practice the violin for two to four
hours every day, on top of completing schoolwork and
other responsibilities.
She showed an immense talent even at a young age,
but says she tried quitting the MRU Conservatory many
times, citing a disdain for the competitive and stressful
atmosphere she found herself working in.
“My life was really restricted to music,” says Yap, who
admits that although she was given an “amazing musical
education,” she harboured resentment towards the lack
of control she had in her own life. This fact eventually
lead to a “rift” developing between her and her parents.
Her new album Palimpsest — which draws from
her roots in classical theory, traditional Chinese
heritage and Catholicism — is a means, as Yap says, of
“reconciling with my roots and finding my own unique
voice, instead of trying to push away my background
and those painful memories… [and] melding that into
my own philosophy.”
“Palimpsest,” by definition, is a manuscript or piece of
writing material on which the original writing has been
erased to make room for later writing — but of which
traces remain. The meaning is one of great importance
and relevance to Yap’s work.
“I chose the word ‘palimpsest’ for several reasons,”
she says, “the first being kind of a representation of my
process of rewiring and making a very conscious decision

A veteran of Calgary’s music scene, FOONYAP’s latest album Palimpsest explores elements of folk,
electronic, and her own traditional Chinese heritage.
PHOTO BY ALEC WARKENTIN
to move forward in my life and to let go of negative
patterns, while at the same time acknowledging those
emotions and not repressing them.”
The second reason Yap chose the title is because
the album also contains reworked versions of songs
that had previously appeared on other releases, thus
encapsulating the literal definition of palimpsest.

“All I can do is control my
own process… and then
everything else is just
enjoying the ride.”
Thematically, Palimpsest draws from an introspective
look into Yap’s own life. The songwriting process, Yap
explains, involved placing herself into the positions of
the characters involved in the narratives she weaves in
each song.
Such is the case on opener “Woolf + Plath,” named
as an homage to the works of Virginia Woolf and Sylvia
Plath, respectively, two authors whom Yap says have
been immeasurably influential both for the album, and
in her own life.
“It often struck me how difficult it must have been for
them to be women doing their kind of work at their time,”
Yap says. “Sometimes, as a creative person that identifies
as a woman, you actually don’t have the strength to carry
on, and sometimes that can lead to tragedy.”
The song Woolf + Plath, she explains, “is written from
the perspective of someone who is witnessing their
loved ones descent into mental breakdown, and that was
the perspective I took when witnessing [those authors’]
lives… their work really gave me the courage to push
forward with mine… it takes a lot of courage to be that
emotionally raw when you come from a background like
mine.”

Yap is no stranger to the Calgary music scene, having
recorded and toured with her previous band FOONYAP
and The Roar, and also with Calgary indie pop collective
Woodpigeon, which included touring Europe in 2010
and 2011.
The new album marks a distinct change of direction for
the Calgary artist, who explains her work with FOONYAP
and The Roar as “an encapsulation of a young woman’s
repressive sexuality, very tongue-in-cheek” when
compared with the “meditative and contemplative”
Palimpsest, which explores a “different emotional depth.”
Yap describes the distinct sound of her music as
being minimalist and electronic, with lots of textures,
drawing from the work of some of her own favourite
artists, including Icelandic musician Björk and early 20th
century French composer Erik Satie.
In support of the album, FOONYAP recently completed
her 2016 Canada-wide tour with The Hermitess, the solo
project of songwriter and harpist Jennifer Crighton,
and plans on extending her escapades to the UK in the
spring of 2017.
While she would like to see her style of music reach
a wider audience, she states that that isn’t the reason
behind its production, and that instead her purpose is
more of an exercise in self-expression and a practice in
consciousness.
“All I can do is control my own process ... and then
everything else is just enjoying the ride.”

A mark of her classically-trained background,
FOONYAP’s presence on stage is one constructed
of poise and elegance.
PHOTO BY ALEPHOTO BY: ALEC WARKENTIN
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Down but not out

McKibbon was impressed from the minute he first
saw Blanco play last winter at Catholic Central High
School in Lethbridge. Blanco was at the school on an
exchange program from Logrono, Spain, and McKibbon
would eventually offer her a scholarship in March 2016.
“She’s a dynamic athlete, especially defensively, she
was all over the place,” said McKibbon. “Her teammates
and everyone around her just loved her and said great
things about her so it was a fairly easy process.”
Going into the year, McKibbon knew she would have
a role on the team, and an important one at that, until
one wrong step derailed those plans.
Aware of the tight timeline, McKibbon and Blanco
knew it was crucial to get the operation done as soon
as possible. Benefiting from a surprise opening, Blanco
was able to book the procedure for Dec. 29, a month
earlier than initially scheduled.
Although the prognosis was good and Blanco knew
she could work hard in rehab to get back on the court
the following season, she had another hill to climb.
“I don’t have any family here. I’m by myself, they’re all
in Spain.”
Who would take Blanco to her appointments? Who
would make sure she got the proper care? With her
entire family nearly 8,000 kilometres away, her second
family, the team or “the tribe” as McKibbon calls it,
stepped up.

A student athlete’s year-long journey back from injury

I

Brendan Stasiewich

Maria Blanco Belver was primarily a track athlete in high school. In addition to the Cougars basketball offer, she received several track and
field scholarship offers from other schools.
PHOTO BY JAN LOPEZ, MARIA DARDANO AND BRENDAN STASIEWICH

bstasiewich@cjournal.ca

n a split second, one sound – pop – changed
everything about the next year of Maria Blanco
Belver’s life.
An 18-year-old Mount Royal Cougars basketball
recruit who moved from Spain to Canada three years
ago, Blanco was trying to prove that although she stood
at a mere five-foot-three, she deserved to start on head
coach Nathan McKibbon’s university squad.
That all changed Oct. 7 in her third preseason game,
facing off against the MacEwan Griffins.
As she had done time and time again, Blanco was
defending the ball carrier up the court, sticking stride
for stride with the Griffins’ guard. Blanco extended her
right leg, planted it, and heard that awful sound.
“My knee went one way and my body went the other,”
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said Blanco, who immediately fell to the ground, rolling
onto the side of the court.
“Don’t be an ACL,” was the first thing McKibbon
thought as he watched helplessly from the opposite
sideline. Tearing the anterior cruciate ligament is one
of the most devastating injuries for an athlete, and,
especially for basketball players, all too common.
Pounding the ground in pain, Blanco would soon
learn from the medical clinic at the University of Calgary
that she did indeed tear her ACL. Having seen NBA
players such as Derrick Rose, Rajon Rondo and her
country-mate Ricky Rubio go through the same injury,
Blanco knew she was facing a long road to recovery.
According to her surgeon, Dr. Greg Buchko, it would
be a year-long road to recovery.

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

“In the past we would tell patients six months postoperation you should be ready to go, but studies
indicate young people under the age of 25 have quite
a high retear rate at six months,” said Buchko, who has
been with Banff Sports Medicine for 21 years. “The
retear rate goes down significantly at nine months, so
it will be at least nine months until she’s ready to play
sports, maybe a year.”
What was the 18-year-old’s response knowing she
would miss the entire 2016/17 season?
“Can I still win rookie of the year?”
“That’s Maria in a nutshell,” said coach McKibbon. “This
is a setback but [she’s thinking] what is the next plan,
how can I get back and get healthy? I’ve never seen her
feel sorry for herself and I’ve never seen her feel down.”

Maria Blanco Belver drives to the hoop during a game in the 201516 season, playing for Catholic Central High School.
PHOTO SUPPLIED BY THE CCHS COUGARS

“Whatever I need, they’re always there,” said Blanco,
talking about her Cougar teammates and coaching
staff. “My coach has driven me to the clinic whenever
I have to go, and to Banff for my surgery and all my
appointments, everyone has made everything easier.”

“I didn’t want to miss half the season and just come
back for the end,” said Blanco. “I was kind of glad it was
fully torn, I’d rather come back for a whole season.”
And just weeks after the surgery, Blanco’s already
impressing coaches and trainers.

“I don’t think with the best
of my athletic abilities I
could do what she’s doing,
just in rehab.”
–Head Coach Nate McKibbon

While coach McKibbon said he would do this for any
of his players, he notes it is especially gratifying with an
athlete like Blanco.
“It makes it easy knowing Maria is the first one to go
out of her way to help a teammate or coach or volunteer
or anything else. She’s the first one to help and that’s
what makes it so easy to help someone like her,” said
McKibbon.
“We have a group of young women who would go out
of their way to help each other out. We have a coaching
staff, two of them wanted to drive out to see her after
surgery.”
Two and a half months after the injury, McKibbon and
Blanco, accompanied by Blanco’s mother who made the
trip from Spain, visited Buchko for the second time. This
time, it was for the surgery.
Buchko reconstructed Blanco’s knee by using tendons
from her hamstring, with Blanco watching everything
on a screen next to her. He said the surgery went very
well.
“The benefit was we got to it soon,” said Buchko. “So
we prevented re-injuries while her knee was deficient,
and if you prevent those re-injuries the long term
prognosis is much better.”
While the surgery went well, so well in fact that
Buchko didn’t set the follow up appointment until six
months down the road, Blanco was about to endure the
next stage of her journey: rehabilitation.
Now, she is rehabbing while still traveling with the
team, watching every game from the sidelines, wishing
she was out there.
But somehow throughout the whole process, Blanco,
who just finished writing high school diploma exams
eight months ago, has had the maturity and strength to
keep her head up.
“The only way to work through it is to be positive and
think about what you can control instead of thinking
about what will happen,” said Blanco. “You can’t control
that, so that has made the whole process easier.”
There’s also a silver lining for Blanco. Because the
injury happened in the pre-season, she gets to redshirt
for the team, meaning she can participate in all team
activities (besides suiting up in uniform) and she doesn’t
have to forfeit one of her five years of U Sports eligibility.
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

Redshirting, Maria Blanco Belver travels with the university squad
and watches on from the sidelines. During practice, she has began
taking short jump shots and participating in dribbling drills.
PHOTO BY JAN LOPEZ, MARIA DARDANO AND BRENDAN STASIEWICH
“I watch her on the sidelines sometimes during
practice, she’s on a wobble board one-legged throwing
basketballs against a wall,” said McKibbon. “I don’t think
with the best of my athletic abilities I could do what
she’s doing, just in rehab.”
As for Blanco, she’s been able to take something
positive away from the journey.
“I learned that I have to be grateful for when I’m able
to play and healthy,” Blanco said. “When you actually
can’t play you just think about it everyday. You know
one day out of nowhere, maybe you just can’t play
basketball anymore.”
If you need more proof of Blanco’s glass-half-full view,
just ask her what it’s like watching video of her injury.
“It was tough to watch at first, but I decided to laugh
at it.”
Note from the editor: Reporter Brendan Stasiewich also works
as a game writer for the Mount Royal Cougars.
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Then & now: MRU Cougars changing players’ lives
From college to university, men’s hockey program still full of heart
“Mount Royal College for me is
probably the two best years of sports
in my life,” says Hendrickson, who is
now part-owner of Stick Fix Calgary, a
company that repairs expensive sports
equipment for young athletes.
With photos proudly hung up on the
wall, Hendrickson beams with pride and
is eager to share his favourite memories,
most notably winning the ACAC
Western Canadian Championships in
Manitoba.
THE COUGARS TODAY
Fast forward to 2017. Mount Royal
College is now Mount Royal University.
The Cougars have jumped into the
national U Sports level of play. The
team continues to attract players who
exude the same energy as Hendrickson.
Forward Devin Gannon, 25, is one of
them.
A geography and environmental
studies student, Gannon was in the
centre of the action at the Crowchild
Classic. The excitement for the women’s
and men’s games was palpable, but
didn’t translate into success for Gannon
and his team. While the Mount Royal
Former Cougars’ hockey player Cliff Hendrickson dons his MRU blue while showing off women’s team beat the U of C, the
some battle wounds dating back to the early 1970s.
men’s team lost in double overtime and
PHOTO BY CASSIE TELFORD has continued to struggle in regular
season play.
SARAH HARROWER
sharrower@cjournal.ca
But Gannon is resolute about one thing — the team is
n what has become a marquee event for Calgary, the helping him to grow, both on and off the ice.
“The values and skills that you develop being part of
Crowchild Classic draws thousands of hockey fans to
Cougar
athletics extends away from the arena, into school
the city’s biggest arena, the Scotiabank Saddledome.
and
also
all other aspects of your life,” he says.
On a cold February evening, the crosstown smackdown
Growing
up, hockey has always been a big part of
features Calgary’s rival university hockey teams — the
Gannon’s
life.
He fondly recalls playing with childhood
Mount Royal University Cougars and the University of
friends
in
Kamloops,
B.C. As a Cougar, he says he has the
Calgary Dinos. The Cougars have only been playing
same
sort
of
feelings,
knowing that as a group they grow
university-level hockey for a few years. To understand the
as
players
but
as
friends
as well.
team today, we go back in time.
“We spend pretty much every day together including
6:30 a.m. workouts and [lots of] traveling.”
THE COUGARS BACK THEN

I

Former Cougars hockey player Cliff Hendrickson, 67,
recalls an incredible college team that had just as much
heart as it does today.
In the 1971-1972 season, Hendrickson was the assistant
captain and played left wing. At Mount Royal College on
a scholarship and studying business administration, he
recalls a smaller team that was part of the Alberta Junior
Hockey League. He says the team didn’t even make the
move to the new campus and played on a small rink in
downtown Calgary.
Although Hendrickson’s playing days are behind
him, his life still very much revolves around hockey
and his heart still belongs with Cougar Nation.
20
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COUGARS COACHES PLAY BIG ROLE
Gannon also credits coach Bert Gilling with doing an
excellent job of mentoring the players both on and off
the ice.
Gilling is a two-time Coach of the Year for U Sports
Canada West.
“He demands the best out of us and that is important.
He is great for Mount Royal athletics and he challenges
everyone to be better.”
Gilling has a clear vision of what he expects from his
players, not just developing them as athletes, but also
making sure they are focused on academics and have a
plan for their future.

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

Speaking from his many years coaching and playing
university hockey, Gilling stresses: “as a hockey team, we
want to win and be relevant in the hockey world and here
in Calgary, but we also want to develop and advance our
players in the professional ranks, and with that, we want
our players to earn their degrees and set themselves up
for the rest of their lives.”
Cougars coaching is something Cliff Hendrickson still
talks about more than four decades after hanging up his
college skates.
“Great coaches and great teammates, just the best time
of my life,” he says.

“We always had a very
competitive team at Mount
Royal and basically applied
the simple philosophy of
playing shift by shift in hockey
to equal the work strategy of
day by day, we never gave up.”
–Cliff Hendrickson

ALUMNI LOYALTY
To this day, Hendrickson is still very much involved
with the team and does everything he can to spread
the word about the Crowchild Classic, which he
attends every year with his fellow alumni.
Hendrickson understands how far the Cougars
have come and sees how much potential they have.
“Next to the Flames, Canada West is the best
hockey in the city,” he says.
Hendrickon’s enthusiasm is echoed by coach
Gilling.
“With every year and every event, Cougar athletics
and the Canada West hockey program continue to
grow, and how far we have come in a few short years.
The sky’s the limit. It’s really fun to be part of it.”
Cougars hockey isn’t just fun, says Hendrickson,
but is also critical to every player’s personal growth,
a sentiment also shared by Gannon.
“Obviously, you grow a lot in your early twenties
as a player. Any athletics, any sport, pushes you out
of your comfort zone. It helps you grow as a person,
in terms of the values you develop with the team.
I wouldn’t trade my hockey career for anything. I
believe it helped shape the person I am today.”
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The ﬁght for Aboriginal airspace
Three media groups compete to ﬁll radio gap in Calgary

C

EMILY ROP

erop@cjournal.ca

algary has been without an Aboriginal radio
station since November 2016, when Aboriginal
Voices Radio aired its final broadcast. Now, three
media groups have filed competing applications to
fill this space and bring Aboriginal culture back to the
airwaves.
Aboriginal Voices Radio had their broadcasting
license revoked by the CRTC due to non-compliance
with regulations. The network had stations in Calgary,
Edmonton, Vancouver, Toronto, and Ottawa.
The frequencies they once held, including 88.1 FM
in Calgary, are sitting empty, leaving many urban
Aboriginal communities without a radio station that
reflects their interests, needs and culture.
Preserving Aboriginal culture is crucial. In Calgary,
51 per cent of Aboriginal people said they are concerned
about losing their cultural identity,” according to the
2012 Urban Aboriginal Peoples Study.
To address the need for Indigenous radio, the CRTC
issued a call for radio applications which states that“there
is a pressing need to serve the Aboriginal community as
a whole given that issues vitally important to Aboriginal
Canadians are not fully covered or addressed at all in
non-Native media.”
A hearing will be held March 27 in Gatineau, QC to
consider the applications. The CRTC will evaluate the
quality of the applications, the impact on the market,
and the ability of the proposed radio stations to serve
the needs of the Aboriginal population.
The applicants hope to hear a decision from CRTC
within a few months after the hearing, but depending
on which applicant is selected, it could take up to a year
to set up the stations and air the first broadcast
Regardless of which group is successful in obtaining
the broadcasting license, the CRTC specifies that the

Overall Sound
First Music and spoken word content
Peoples to meet the needs of Aboriginal
Radio people nationally and locally.
Aboriginal Multi Local news, talk and music to
Media Society enlighten, inform, entertain and
of Alberta educate Indigenous people.
VMS Cross-cultural programming to
Media bridge Aboriginal, ethnic and
Group mainstream listeners.

new station should have a commitment to Aboriginal
programming, foster Aboriginal culture, preserve
Aboriginal language and create opportunities for
Aboriginal people to participate in the operation.
In Calgary, the groups competing for 88.1 FM are:

• First Peoples Radio (FPR), based in Winnipeg.
It was developed by the Canadian media
organization Aboriginal Peoples Television
Network (APTN).

• Aboriginal Multi Media Society of Alberta

(AMMSA), based in Edmonton. It operates
CFWE, an Aboriginal radio network in Northern
Alberta, and produces several publications
including Windspeaker and Alberta Sweetgrass.

• VMS Media Group (VMS), based in Calgary. It
is affiliated with SurSangam, a South Asian radio
station in Calgary.
Tanya Kappo, a Cree activist who has been working
with VMS to develop their application, recognizes there
is a pressing need for Aboriginal radio.
“From my experience, I don’t feel that any particular radio
stations reflect my interests as an urban Aboriginal person
in any way,” said Kappo. “There’s been a real emergence of
voices from the urban Aboriginal community in Calgary
and Edmonton, so it only makes sense that there is a
platform for them.”
Music is one way in which the proposed radio stations
aim to foster Aboriginal culture, with 20-25 per cent of their
music coming from Aboriginal artists.

Music Genre

“We have a lot of artists that are never heard on
mainstream radio, and they are excellent artists,” said
Jean LaRose, president of APTN. “We think that there’s
an opportunity for such a network to give them greater
exposure.”
In addition, the networks plan to use their news and
talk segments to highlight the issues and stories that are
relevant to Aboriginal communities and often are not
discussed by mainstream media.
“Our news has to be important to Indigenous
people,” said Bert Crowfoot, the CEO and founder
of AMMSA. He believes that it’s important to discuss
the difficult issues, such as missing and murdered
Indigenous women, as well as positive news, such as
the Indspire Indigenous awards.
Language is a large part of Indigenous culture, and
according to the Urban Aboriginal Peoples Study, 61 per
cent of Aboriginal Calgarians identified language as one of
the most important aspects of their culture.
All of the stations plan to include programming in
Aboriginal languages. The most prevalent languages
among First Nations people in Alberta are Cree, Blackfoot,
and Stoney, but others such as Dene and Dakota are
spoken as well.
“It would give them the opportunity to hear their
language and also to hear stories, to talk about the history
of their community or some of the challenges they’re
facing, all in their language,” said LaRose.
Crowfoot, who established Alberta’s first Aboriginal
radio station, has experienced first-hand the value of
Aboriginal language being expressed through media.
“I’m originally from Siksika, and I’ll tell you, the first time
I heard Blackfoot on CFWE, that felt really good. It was so
awesome to hear the language I heard growing up being
spoken on the radio.”

Spoken Content

Languages

Music will be drawn from various
genres and 25% of music will
feature Aboriginal artists.

News, talk, weather/sports/traffic,
public affairs and educational
Aboriginal language programs.

Primarily English, with 4 hours per
week in Aboriginal languages.
Most likely Blackfoot and Cree.

Primarily country music, but will
also play a mix of other genres.
20% Aboriginal talent.

9 hours of spoken word per week,
New, talk, public affairs, religious
and educational content.

Talk segments will be 28% in
Aboriginal languages, including
Cree, Blackfoot and Dene.

Ethnic artists, folk music, world
beat and international music.
25% Aboriginal talent.

Primary focus of spoken content
will be news and talk. 14 hours of
newscasts per week.

Primarily English. Minimum of 4
Aboriginal languages (7.5%) and
3-5 ethnic languages (40%).
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One shattered dream and a devastated family
Bella Laboucan-McLean had a promising career ahead of her,
but that all ended one summer night
NICOLE AUGER

nauger@cjournal.ca

O

n July 20, 2013, Billy Joe Laboucan, chief of
Alberta’s Lubicon Lake Band, took out his
hearing aid for the night and went to sleep.
In the early hours of the next morning, unable
to hear his phone ringing, he was woken up by
his eldest daughter, Charity Laboucan, who had
driven over to his place to break the news that no
parent ever wants to hear.
His youngest daughter, Bella Laboucan-McLean,
had been found dead.
Twenty-five-year-old Bella was living in Toronto,
Ont. when her body was found at the bottom
of a downtown high-rise condo. She had fallen
31 stories to her death. Her body was found just
before 5 a.m. Twenty-four hours later, her family
was notified 3,700 kilometres away in northern
Alberta.
“We were devastated, we are still devastated,”
says Billy Joe.

“She had everything
to live for.”
–Billy Joe Laboucan
The Toronto police quickly called Bella’s death
a suicide. However, after the police spoke with
Bella’s family, her cause of death was changed to
“suspicious.”
Bella had only just recently graduated from
Humber College with a diploma in fashion arts and
spoke of furthering her studies outside of Canada.
“She had everything to live for,” says her father.
NATIONAL INQUIRY INTO MMIW
Bella’s story is one among many of missing and
murdered Indigenous women in Canada.
Aboriginal women are four times more likely to
go missing or be murdered than non-Aboriginal
Canadian women.
In 2015, the federal government promised to
conduct a national inquiry, responding to the plea
of the Aboriginal community.
Pre-inquiry hearings were held across Canada early
last year, and the Laboucan family attended one in
February 2016 to offer their recommendations.
Charity, Bella’s half-sister, says that while
attending the meetings she was able to hear other
stories of missing women and unsolved murders.
These stories were similar to her sister’s.
“There are girls out there who are wondering
22		
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Bella Laboucan-McLean was 25 years old at the time of her sudden and suspicious death. She was artistic, ambitious, outgoing, and
loved by her family and friends.
PHOTO SUPPLIED BY THE LABOUCAN FAMILY
where their sisters are and they’re never going to
know,” explains Charity.
Charity believes the best way to honour her
sister is to live her life in the best possible way and
to give back to her community as much as she can.
“If she was here with me right now, she would
not want me to be angry and grieving the whole
time,” says Charity.

anybody else does?” says Charity angrily while
wiping away tears.
Those close to Bella say she did not lead a
high-risk lifestyle and was the opposite of such a
stereotype.
“Just because she was from Sturgeon doesn’t
mean she didn’t have the whole world open to
her,” says Charity.

STEREOTYPING ABORIGINAL WOMEN
After Bella’s death, Charity was reapeatedly asked
if Bella lived a high-risk lifestyle, a label that
missing and murdered Aboriginal women tend to
be painted with.
“What relevance does that have? … Even if my
sister had been a raging, super popular prostitute
who slept with a thousand guys a day, does that
still mean she deserved to be killed anymore than

GROWING UP IN EDMONTON
Bella spent her childhood in Sturgeon Lake First
Nation, a reservation located 100 kilometres east
of Grande Prairie, Alta.
When she became a teenager, she moved to
Edmonton along with her brother and mother.
It was in Edmonton, during Bella’s teenage years,
that Charity, who has a different mother, got to
spend more time with her sister.
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before her untimely death.
LAST VISIT TO ALBERTA
That same spring, Bella came back to visit family
in Peace River, Alta. While she was there, Charity
decided to spend the night with her.
“That one-day sleepover turned into a four-night
sleepover. When she first came back we had a
Breaking Bad marathon,” remembers Charity. “While
we were binge-watching Breaking Bad, we had a
little bit of sleep, then we would go right back to it.”
Reflecting on that last time she saw Bella, Charity
now says, “I could never finish Breaking Bad after
that, I still haven’t watched the ending.”

A young Bella Laboucan-McLean with her eldest sister Charity Laboucan.
Earlier in her life, Bella was still figuring out who
she was and where she belonged in the world,
explains Charity.
“This one time we were driving along and my
partner and I picked up Bella. She sat in the back,
and asked for the radio to be turned up,” says
Charity, “and Fergie’s My Humps was playing on
the radio and all of a sudden she is singing along
saying ‘My lovely lady lumps.’”
“I looked over at my partner, and I was like ‘Oh my
god, she’s 14.’”
Charity was caught between telling her little
sister not to sing about her lovely lady lumps or to
simply laugh.
“I just sat there with this great big smile on my
face,” she says.
There is an age gap of 15 years between the two
sisters, and their other sisters, Melina and Maria
Laboucan-Massimo, are in the middle. Their youngest
sibling is a brother, Billy Joe Laboucan-McLean.
While living in Alberta’s capital, Bella became
friends with people from different cultures and
enjoyed trying different exotic foods.
“She got to know other people’s views and how
they looked at the world,” says Charity.
At the age of 18 in 2006, she graduated
from Edmonton’s Blessed Oscar Romero High
School. She later went to Concordia University in
Edmonton and then to the University of Alberta for
two years, where she worked at Smart Set and met
a friend, Deka Boulaleh.
She remembers Bella as ambitious, outgoing and
friendly, and admires how she would stay positive
no matter what. “She loved fashion and we always
had that in common,” says Boulaleh. “She was full of
life and full of joy.”
FINDING HER PASSION
According to Charity, while Bella studied at the U of
A, she had still not decided on what she wanted to
do with the rest of her life, until Bella and her sister

PHOTO SUPPLIED BY THE LABOUCAN FAMILY

Maria-Massimo attended a native artisan course.
Being naturally artistic, the two sisters began
discussing how they could incorporate contemporary
styles with the traditional styles of Aboriginal artistry.
This sparked Bella’s interest in clothing and fashion,
and so she began to look around for what she could do
with her future.
“I think she finally started to realize that she didn’t
have to stay in Alberta or go to school in Edmonton,”
says Charity.

“She found what she

wanted to do. It’s like she
opened up and started to
blossom. ”

THE MYSTERY OF HER DEATH
Media coverage of missing and murdered
Indigenous women tends to highlight high-risk
lifestyles, such as being involved in the sex trade or
substance abuse, as one of the reasons
However, Bella’s story shows this isn’t the case.
She didn’t live a high-risk lifestyle. She had a
home. She had a promising career ahead of her. And
yet, she still lost her life.
Today, more than three years later, her death
remains unsolved. The people who were at the
apartment the night she fell from the balcony have
not come forward to say what happened.
“What can you do to make people tell the truth?
Somebody out there knows what happened to my
sister and they’re not telling because they’re trying
to protect themselves,” says Charity.
Though she struggles with unanswered questions,
Charity says even if she knew what happened, it
would still not bring her sister back.
“My sister was so precious. I mean, everybody’s
sister is precious, I’m not trying to say nobody else’s
is, but she was my baby sister, you know.”
Bella’s case remains open, and the Toronto police
have asked the public for any information that
could solve the case and finally bring some degree
of closure to the family.

–Charity Laboucan

MOVING TO THE BIG CITY
“It was so good when she finally found what her
passion was. She found what she wanted to do. It’s like
she opened up and started to blossom,” says Charity.
Bella had always enjoyed experimenting with
different outfits, clothing and makeup, but according
to Charity, Bella’s style took on a different kind of
quality while she was living in Toronto.
Bella was visibly changing and maturing into a
beautiful young woman.
“She was turning into a fashionista, into a glamour
model … she was starting to lose her baby fat and
you could totally see her cheekbones come out. It was
amazing.”
In the spring of 2013, she graduated from Humber
College with a diploma in fashion arts, just months
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

Mihkowapikwani, Bella Laboucan-McLean’s Cree name, means
red flower.
PHOTO SUPPLIED BY THE LABOUCAN FAMILY
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TREATY 7

Mount Royal contemplates Indigenous courses
Bringing tradtitional knowledge into classrooms and beyond

C

NICOLE AUGER

A tipi installation blessed by Elder Miiksik’am sits outside Mount Royal University’s east entrance.
PHOTO BY NICOLE AUGER

nauger@cjournal.ca

anadian universities are struggling to address
the education recommendations from the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission’s final report.
But Mount Royal University has already taken steps in
that direction and will be deciding soon how best to
implement its plans for Indigenization.
One of the report’s recommendations calls for the
government to “provide the necessary funding to postsecondary institutions to educate teachers on how to
integrate Indigenous knowledge and teaching methods
into classrooms.” The report also highlights journalism as
a specific program that should have required education
about Aboriginal people and their history.
However, before the final report was released, Mount
Royal University had already started working on its own
Indigenous Strategic Plan in 2013.
Jim Zimmer, the associate vice-president for teaching
and learning at Mount Royal, says the eventual
curriculum change will help all students and graduates
have a deeper appreciation for Indigenous culture,
Indigenous ways of knowing and the issues and
challenges that Indigenous people face, particularly
the intergenerational damage caused by Canada’s
residential school system.
Zimmer says the university had begun the framework
of bringing together the Indigenous Strategic Plan
because of a concern for the real gap in post-secondary
achievement when comparing Indigenous and nonIndigenous populations in Canada.
“Mount Royal can certainly do its part to help close
that educational gap. We then hope that translates
into more Indigenous graduates working in a greater
number of professional fields,” says Zimmer.
John Fischer, the director of MRU’s Iniskim Centre,
an on-campus center that offers a variety of programs
and supports for Aboriginal students, says Indigenous
courses are needed at the university.
Fischer says he frequently hears from non-Indigenous
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students, faculty and staff that they know nothing about
Indigenous peoples.
MRU student Michelle Harris agrees that having
mandatory Indigenous courses at the university is an
important idea.
“My kids are in school and they’re learning about
the residential schools,” says Harris. “Also, I am an
environmental student and we’re always learning about
traditional ecological knowledge, so I think everybody
can totally benefit from that.”
The recommendation of Indigenous courses as a
graduation requirement comes from the five goals listed
under the Indigenous Strategic Plan.
There are two primary ideas being proposed on how
to practically incorporate Indigenous courses into the
curriculum.
The first option – considered the most bold – is to have
one three-credit Indigenous course that all students
would be required to take.
However, Zimmer says this option has not gone over
so well at other Canadian universities.
The other option is to have each program on campus
create a three-credit Indigenously themed course that
is specifically tailored to the learning outcomes of that
specific program.
Overall, Fischer says he hopes the implementation of
Indigenous courses as a graduation requirement would
instill academic success for every student, regardless of
their heritage.
“There is only one measure that matters, and that is
the academic success of Indigenous students and nonIndigenous students,” says Fischer.
The plan’s recommendations were approved by the
President’s Executive Council in August last year. An
official decision on which of the two ideas the university
will move ahead with has not been decided, but
discussions are ongoing and the goal is to implement
changes by 2021.
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MRU STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS
1. INDIGENIZING MOUNT ROYAL UNIVERSITY
Cultivate respectful and welcoming environments
that prevail over the legacy of colonization.
2. CULTURALLY RESPECTFUL INDIGENOUS
RESEARCH
Foster respect for indigenous ways of knowing and
knowledge-production and increase capacity for
Indigenous scholarship.
3. BRIDGE-BUILDING WITH INDIGENOUS
EDUCATION STAKEHOLDERS
Build strong relationships by forging mutually
supportive and productive partnerships with all
stakeholders in Indigenous education.
4. SUPPORT FOR INDIGENOUS LEARNERS
Work with our communities to enhance the
academic, personal and cultural experience of
Indigenous learners.
5. RESPECTFUL AND INCLUSIVE CURRICULA
AND PEDAGOGIES
Promote culturally responsible and respectful
curricula that integrates Indigenous pedagogies
and ways of knowing.
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Chinese New Year 2017

Thousands ring in the Year of the Rooster

T

housands of Calgarians celebrated the Year of the Rooster on Feb. 29 at the
Calgary Chinese Cultural Centre in Chinatown. The vibrant occasion celebrated Chinese culture through dance, art and antiquity, with the centre

exhbiting a variety of events from tai chi dance to caligraphy booths. According
to Chinese astrology, people born in 1957 and 2017 are known as fire roosters
and are characterized by responsibility and trustworthiness.

PHOTOS AND
STORY BY OMAR OMAR

TOP: The finale of the Calgary Tai Chi Martial Arts College performance featuring students of all ages.
LEFT: Young children performing a bird-themed dance.
RIGHT: Children posing during the Dragon Dance outside the center.
PHOTOS BY OMAR OMAR
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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The digital, analog and sensory
Particle + Wave 2017 mixes art and technology

LENS
PHOTOS BY OMAR OMAR

he third edition of EMMEDIA’s Particle + Wave Festival took place
Feb. 2-4 in Calgary. EMMEDIA, a non-profit artist organization, gallery
and production group, produced three interactive days of exhibition,
performance, workshops and more. Curator and EMMEDIA programming
director, Vicki Chau, says the festival wanted attendees to gain a “better

T

understanding of what media arts is and has to offer, and hopefully become
more interested in EMMEDIA and what we do throughout the year beyond the
festival.” The Virtual Museum of Canada defines media art as “artworks that
depend on a technological component to function.”

Janus by Tasman Richardson encompasses two projections that intersect in an X pattern to stimulate the
halves of the brain governing color, melody, texture and rythm. The result is a unique sensory exibit that
sounds, looks and feels different with every passing second.

Memory of Mother by Anna Semenoff was featured in the digital artifacts exhibit. The display lights
up a dark gallery room with ping pong balls jutting out of the walll, reflecting the projection of a
video sequence designed to stir memory and recollection.

A digital mannequin outfitted with the face of a Particle + Wave visitor, whose picture was taken
at a booth and placed into this virtual body. The mannequin is part of Matthew Lindeberg and
Jadda Tsui’s project: YOU ARE HERE.

One of the many digital artworks featured in Matthew Waddell’s Suspension v1.0/1.1 exhibit.
PHOTO BY OMAR OMAR
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Call of the wild

Lifelong love of outdoors leads wolf enthusiast to Yamnuska Wolfdog Sanctuary

J

Emily Dixon

edixon@cjournal.ca

oel Cates was always infatuated with the outdoors,
which resulted in his becoming the assistant
director at the Yamnuska Wolfdog Sanctuary,
outside of Cochrane, where he met his future love and
fulfilled his lifelong passion for wolves and wildlife.
Cates attributes his early interest in the outdoors to
the tiny northern Ontario community he grew up in,
where there wasn’t “a whole lot of anything to do.” As a
result, Cates began what would be a lasting relationship
with wolves.
“One time I did see two wolves take down a deer and
it literally happened just right in front of me. That was
kind of my first real encounter with wolves. It was really
incredible,” said Cates.
His fascination even became a topic of discussion
among his co-workers at CN Rail, where he works as a
bridge inspector.
“I was just talking to one of the people at work about
how much I love wolves, because that’s just commonly
what I did. And they brought up the sanctuary. Then
as soon as they said that, I started looking it up and
figuring everything out,” he said with a grin, realizing
how that moment changed his life.
Cates knew after researching the organization, which
was quite small at the time, that he had to get involved
right away. It was 2013 when he started volunteering
with the Yamnuska Wolfdog Sanctuary.
“I just came in as any normal person would and
I immediately fell in love with the wolfdogs. Then
essentially just kept coming back all the time,” Cates
said. “Wolfdogs are any sort or wolf-dog mix, like a
mixed breed.”
Back when he started volunteering at the
organization, Georgina De Caigny was running the

Joel Cates and Kuna, with Nova watching in the background at
Yamnuska Wolfdog Sanctuary.
PHOTO BY EMILY DIXON

Kuna is one of many wolfdogs who has found a home at Yamnuska Wolfdog Sanctuary.
sanctuary on her own. According to Cates, he came into
the picture at a good time.
“It was crazy to see the amount of work she was
putting in and everything that she was doing. I came
into the picture I guess at a very good time,” Cates
explained.
De Caigny recalled Cates’ first day. “I think the first
thing I noticed was that he wasn’t listening to anything
I was saying because he was so distracted by the
wolfdogs. I could see right away that he was really
fascinated by the animals and that pretty much right
away that they meant a lot to him.”
In addition to his work with the sanctuary, Cates
hopes that in the future more education and animal
activism in Alberta and Canada can bring issues with
wildlife culls to light.
The culls, which take place in several provinces, are
done to reduce or control the population of wild wolves.
De Caigny explained that these culls are unnecessary.
“Unfortunately, I think a lot of the decision-makers
are presented with numbers and at the end of the day
... how can you properly manage [the wolves] when you
don’t understand the behaviours of the animals?”
Now Cates is focused on getting the sanctuary to
where it needs to be. He dreams of finishing all of the
enclosures where they keep the wolfdogs so all the
animal enrichment items, such as climbing areas and
play shelters, are complete. He can’t wait to finally be
at a place where “we can sit back and go ‘this is good.’”
De Caigny echoed Cates’ sentiments as well. She
would like to “be finishing off those enclosures and just
having more of our educational material out there.”
Cates is still employed as a full-time bridge inspector
with the CN Rail. Nevertheless, he spends all of his
spare time improving the sanctuary and the lives of
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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the wolfdogs while educating the public about the
beautiful and sometimes misunderstood creatures. He
joked that the assistant director position is “full-time job
number two.”
Although much of his time is spent doing site
maintenance at the sanctuary, Cates does get to spend
a lot of time with the wolfdogs, and his connection with
them is something that he cherishes.
“It took me a year to be able to touch a lot of them. So
to get past that point and have such a good relationship
with them, it’s one of the really really awesome things,”
said Cates. “Like when you walk outside in the morning,
the ones that are kinda shy with everyone else come
running and lick your face. Stuff like that is really
rewarding.”
His hard work and dedication to the organization
and the wolfdogs did not go unnoticed; De Caigny
explained how Cates and her fell in love with a smile.
“He understood my love for the animals. There are
a lot of people that think that what I do is crazy but
Joel is one of those people that gets it .... I think it was
a perfect combination for him to win the wolfdogs as
well as myself over.”
Cates and De Caigny now live together at the
sanctuary with the temporary and permanent members
of their wolfdog pack. Not too long ago, Cates finally
got to fulfill his lifetime wish of having his very own
wolfdog.
De Caigny gave Loki to Cates as a birthday present.
“Basically from the moment I met him, I just really fell
in love with him,” Cates described.
When asked where Cates got his original spark for
animal activism, he said with a little laugh, “I would very
much like to think it comes from being a decent human
being.”
MARCH/APRIL 2017
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The little supermarket that could

Calgary’s family-run Italian grocer where everyone knows your name

Marco Di Gaeta stokes the traditional stone pizza oven at the Italian Supermarket, creating a balanced heat using a technique that has taken years to hone.
SAM RIDGWAY

sridgway@cjournal.ca

T

ucked away on the corner of Edmonton Trail
and 20 Avenue N.E., the Italian Supermarket is a
small and unassuming brick building that many
people easily pass by.
Inside, however, is a colourful and busy supermarket
run by the Di Gaeta family, three generations of Italian
Canadians whose passions are good food, good
conversation, and good old-fashioned pizza.
A TASTE OF THE GOOD LIFE
Marco Di Gaeta, one of the third-generation
employees at the Italian Supermarket, spends his
Sundays making traditional pizzas in a large stone
oven. He has developed a seamless process of stoking
the fire, stretching the dough, and preparing a wide
variety of fresh toppings.
The smell fills the store, enticing several customers
to stray from their shopping and stop for a bite. A lot of
the customers are loyal regulars, and Marco leans over
the counter to chat with them, checking in on how
their meals are and catching up on their lives.
28
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“You get a touch of true Italian family life,” says
Marco. “You may enter a stranger, but leave invited to
a family dinner.”
The welcoming environment and personal touch
aren’t lost on the people who visit the store. People
waiting for their food are talking between tables,
and some are even sharing their different pizzas. One
elderly woman offers a slice to the people around her,
exclaiming, “there’s too much for me,” and then she
orders a second to take home for later.
“I think it tastes better when we share,” she says as
she offers me my own slice.
A STORY WORTH SHARING
The legacy of the Italian Supermarket began after
Giuseppe Di Gaeta immigrated from Italy with
his wife and three children. Giuseppe worked
construction for years, trying to give his family
a good life. In 1964, he had finally saved enough
to open an Italian grocery store where he and his
friends could go to find the things they missed
from home.

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

Fifty-three years later, Giuseppe’s grandson,
Joe, works alongside his brother Marco at the
supermarket. Joe believes that their store gives
something special to Italian Calgarians.
“At one point in time, we supplied families with
staple food items,” he says. “We still supply those
staple items, but it has become more of a novelty
or treat for those wanting a real Italian experience.
We supply culture, tradition and heritage.”
Marco agrees, adding that Calgary as a whole is
enriched by family businesses.
“Businesses like this are important because they
bring a truer sense of culture and community that
you don’t get from big brand stores.”
The family’s passion for the business and the
community is shared by nearly every employee,
most of whom are family members as well.
As you walk around the store, you can find nearly
half a dozen smiling Italians, ready to talk to you
about produce or life, while offering food samples
and advice to go.

VOICES & LIVING

Top left: The Italian Supermarket imports a wide variety of high quality Italian products, including
aisles dedicated to artichokes, olives, and pasta.

Top right: Chatting with a regular customer, Marco Di Gaeta of the Italian Supermarket completes
a pizza with aged prosciutto.

Top centre: Giuseppe Di Gaeta, pictured in the centre of a photo that hangs just inside the door
of the Italian Supermarket, is the beloved patriarch of the family-run business on the corner of
Edmonton Trail and 20 Avenue N.E.

Bottom: Fresh basil and green olives complete this pizza, a favourite of the day with many
customers at the Italian Supermarket in northeast Calgary. Each ingredient is carefully chosen
and arranged by Marco Di Gaeta before being served.
PHOTOS BY SAM RIDGWAY
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The night I almost lost my best friend

Calgary Journal reporter shares the story of her grandmother’s fateful stroke
MARIA DARDANO

I

mdardano@cjournal.ca

t was Oct. 16, 2014. I woke up, ate breakfast, got
ready, and went to school. It was a day just like any
other. I thought offhand that I should have called
my grandmother, but I didn’t. I couldn’t have known
that this dismissive moment would be the cause of
my ever-nagging regret.
Once class ended, I drove home, ate dinner with
my family, and went to the gym. An ordinary day,
until the phone rang at midnight.
I was in my room when my dad answered the
phone. I listened from the other line just like I used
to do as a kid. The only difference was I wasn’t
being a sneaky 10-year-old eavesdropping on a
conversation between two friends; I was a 20-yearold with a sinking feeling in my stomach. It was my
uncle on the phone, talking about his mother and my
grandmother and best friend, Caterina Parrottino, or
Nonna.
“She fell and (grandfather) can’t lift her up.”
My heart sank. I knew something was wrong.
Before their conversation had even ended, I darted
up the stairs to my parents’ room. I don’t think I ever
ran up those stairs as fast as I did that night. There was
an eerie stillness when my dad hung up the phone.
We woke up my mom and sister, then got into my
dad’s truck and made our way to my grandparents’
house.

The series of events that transpired over the
next 12 hours made me appreciate the little things
so much more, and the next 28 months after that
changed my life entirely.
The ride to their house that night was the quietest,
longest and most painful 15 minutes I’ve ever
endured. The radio was off, so there was nothing but
the tires moving on the road to distract me. Once
we arrived, I ran to the door of the home where I’ve
shared so many memories with my family. I saw my
grandfather pacing back and forth.
My mom flew past me and went into my
grandparents’ bedroom. Moments later, I heard her
yell out for someone to get her the phone. From her
shaking voice, I knew she had been crying, which
added to the intensity of what was happening.
Hurrying into the bedroom with the phone, I found
my grandmother lying on the floor in her nightgown.
Her right arm was bent and shaking against her
chest, her eyes were vacant. She was making sounds,
but not any sense.
The moment I saw her, I fell to my knees. She said
my name and the tears wouldn’t stop even if I tried.
The strongest woman on the entire planet, who has
done so much for me, was lying on her bedroom floor
in her most helpless state and I couldn’t do anything
to help. That was the first time I thought I was going

Caterina Parrottino (left) has cared for Maria Dardano (right) and
six other grandchildren since their births. The eldest grandchild
is 33 years old, and the youngest is now 16.
PHOTO BY MARIA DARDANO

Parrottino’s left arm is paralyzed due to her stroke. She now deals with the struggle of lost motion in her arm every day.
PHOTO BY MARIA DARDANO
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to lose her, and it was just the beginning of the worst
night of my life.
My grandmother had suffered a hemorrhaging
stroke. This means her brain was surrounded by
blood.
That night, the entire family stayed in the
emergency room. Social workers gave us a separate
room with a couch, television and a sink. I remember
my uncle saying that this was the room they went
to before his mother died, so you could imagine the
thoughts that were going through my head.
Hour by hour, grandchild by grandchild, we sat
with her. The emotional turmoil I went through every
time I saw her will never leave me. There were times
she wouldn’t even recognize me, and times she knew
everything about me. I would quiz her on the simple
things like “how many grandchildren do you have?”
or “what’s your husband’s name?”. The sigh of relief
when she could answer a question correctly was the
most bittersweet feeling in the world.
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I was ecstatic that she was alert, but so upset that
I had to quiz my grandmother on things she would
normally know so easily.
The hardest thing to watch was my younger sister.
I could tell from her eyes that she was worried, and
all I wanted to do was promise her everything was
going to be okay, but I wasn’t even all that sure
myself. We were truly emotionally and physically
exhausted.
My sister and I stayed at the hospital until noon
the next day, then took a short trip home to shower
and eat. I remember getting a text from my mom
telling me that if my grandmother’s brain didn’t stop
bleeding and her blood pressure didn’t go down, she
would die. I texted my cousin Adam and told him to
call me right away. He had been at a show the night
before, and had no idea what had happened. It was
the first time I heard him cry. He rushed over to my
house and we made our way back to the hospital.
I took the week off of school to spend time with
my grandmother at the hospital. I honestly thought
every day would be my last with her, and I was willing
to fail every course if it meant I got to cherish every
minute with her. Every morning, my mom and I woke
up at 8 a.m., drove my sister to school, and made
our way to the hospital. I still have the route to that
hospital memorized.
Every day was the same – a visit from the doctor,
nurses checking her vitals, and listening to my
grandmother stress about the lack of food in her
home. Near the end of the week, physiotherapists
started to treat her. There was a moment where the
therapist told her to look down to the left where her
arm is. My grandmother looked over, and in shock,
she said, “That’s my arm?”

Above: Caterina Parrottino (left) and Nicola Parrottino (right)
have been married for 54 years, and they say their love has never
felt stronger.
Below: Caterina Parrottino spends most of her day in this chair,
where everything she needs is within arms reach. This includes
her water, reading glasses, and tissues.
PHOTOS BY MARIA DARDANO
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The next week, I went back to school. For
weeks, my routine didn’t change. I would go to
school during the day, come home, eat dinner
with my family, and we’d rush over to the
hospital. When she was moved to a rehabilitation
centre in November, we would rush there too. We
would stay well past visiting hours because my
grandmother would always have a panic attack;
she didn’t want to be alone.
My grandmother was admitted into the Foothills
Hospital on Oct. 16, 2014, moved to the Fanning
Center, which served as a rehabilitation centre, on
Nov. 10, 2014, and finally, on March 13, 2015, my
grandmother was able to return home. Those dates
are imprinted on my mind.
Today, two-and-a-half years later, my grandmother
is back in the bungalow where she raised all of her
children and grandchildren, and her mood has
improved immensely. She has her horrible days,
and she has her triumphant days, just like the rest of
us. She is now able to walk with a cane and with the
supervision of her caretaker and physiotherapist.
Walking is a struggle, but the fact that she can move
again brings her great joy.
Her stroke was the most shocking and lifechanging event that has ever happened to me, and
the past 28 months have taught me how short life
really is. It has taught me to tell the people I love how
much I love and appreciate them at any possible
moment. Now, I finally get to spend Sunday dinner
with my Nonna again. And although she doesn’t
prepare the food, she’s at the table with us in the
home where she took care of all of us, and that’s all
that matters. When I am her age, I hope to be half
the woman she is, because she is truly amazing.
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Isabel’s story

At just 19, Isabel Pazmino suﬀered a life-altering stroke which aﬀected her and
her family. This is their story.

SARAH HARROWER

Isabel Pazmino’s father Lucio gently brushes his daughter’s hair as part of her morning routine. It’s not something he expected to do,
but it’s now part of his new normal.
PHOTO SUPPLIED BY AHROH AFAZAL

sharrower@cjournal.ca

A

s a 19-year-old woman, there were many things
Isabel Pazmino looked forward to, like getting
into university and living on her own for the
first time. She had the whole world in front of her and
felt there was nothing she couldn’t accomplish. Then
came March 2, 2008, when a simple headache altered
her life forever.
THE NIGHT THAT CHANGED EVERYTHING
It started when Isabel and her sister Gabriela were
watching poker on TV and her middle sister, Ana
Pazmino, was busy downloading an antivirus
program for their computer. All seemed normal, until
Isabel started complaining that she had a headache.
Thinking that it was just because her sister hadn’t
eaten, Ana was not too concerned.
Ana tried giving Isabel some food and something
to help with the pain, but it didn’t seem to make a
difference. Ana finally told her father, Lucio Pazmino,
about the growing headache.
Lucio decided it was best to call an ambulance.
By the time the paramedics arrived, Isabel was
unconscious, and they assumed she had overdosed
or was intoxicated. Lucio argued that his daughter did
not drink, smoke nor do drugs, and she was a healthy
19-year-old. The paramedics appeared skeptical, but
continued to try to wake her. Their efforts were futile,
and Isabel was rushed to the hospital.
The family — who originally emigrated from
Ecuador to Tennessee, where the stroke occured, and
later to Calgary — rushed to be by Isabel’s side. Upon
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arrival at the hospital, her family waited anxiously
for news, and they were told that she may not even
survive the night.
“That was the [most] crazy moment in my life,”
Lucio said.
Isabel had suffered a stroke, which, given her young
age, was surprising for the family.
In an effort to aid her recovery, doctors induced a
coma, and to the family’s relief, Isabel survived.
Eight days later, the family was informed that Isabel
suffered an arteriovenous malformation (AVM) —
a tangle of malformed blood vessels which bleed
easily — within the brain. Her father was in complete
disbelief.
“She is the last one of my daughters, so she is my
baby daughter, so you can’t understand or accept.”
Until Isabel awoke, nobody knew exactly how her
brain function had been affected by the stroke.
“We didn’t know if she was able to talk, to breathe,
to eat, to swallow, to walk, to understand. If she was
able to understand English, Spanish. We had no idea,”
said Gabriela.
Once doctors determined that it was safe to wake
Isabel, they slowly did so. At first, she was disoriented.
“I thought I was there because I had my gallbladder
taken out two weeks before the stroke,” Isabel said.

1.6
MILLION
CANADIANS ARE
LIVING WITH
HEART DISEASE

AND STROKE

THE NEW NORMAL
“As a family we all had to work together. We all had
responsibilities. We had to take care of each other
also. We used to alternate because she was in the
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intensive care unit for about a month. Someone
had to be there. We always used to make sure there
was somebody there because there was only a few
visitation hours,” said Ana.
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VOICES & LIVING

Isabel was always described as determined and outgoing,
enjoying things like karaoke. This photo was taken in 2007, only
one year before her life changed forever.
PHOTO SUPPLIED BY PAZMINO FAMILY

The family had to put their lives on hold to help
Isabel recover, including Ana — who was in school at
the time — and Gabriela.
“My two daughters dedicated 100 per cent with
Isabel. I dedicated myself at home with Isabel. It’s like
everybody worked,” said Lucio. “This kind of problem
is not possible to do with one person, and believe me
it’s impossible.”
As part of the recovery, the nurses conducted small
tests on Isabel to determine her awareness and ability;
they revealed that her left side had been affected by
the stroke.
Over the next three years, Isabel had to undergo
crucial therapy to help her relearn how to use the left
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GETTING HER LIFE BACK
Once recovered, Isabel attended Mount Royal
University in hopes of getting her certificate in
early learning childcare and to keep her Canadian
residency. However, returning to school presented its
own challenges.
Doctors had told Isabel that through continuous
treatments, she would be able to use her left side
once again, but it would never be the same.
Isabel said, “That’s just hard to hear, you know? I
mean, you were completely normal before, you never
had any problems, I didn’t even break a bone. I’ve
never broken a bone, and so being so healthy and so
active, it’s hard to like hear that I’ll never be 100 per
cent back.”
Despite Isabel’s condition, she was determined
to get a sense of normalcy back in her life through
school, even though sometimes she would feel dizzy
in the middle of class.
Apart from going back to school, Isabel had set up
two other goals for herself: learning how to walk and
drive again.
“When I learned to drive, and I was able to drive,
it was like a relief. And it was like my dream actually,
because it was like my freedom,” said Isabel.
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side of her body.
“For me it was like, I’m 19, I shouldn’t be like this. It’s
for old people, like why am I here, you know? It was
really hard,” recalled Isabel.
“She cried during the therapy. Really cried saying
‘No, no I have a pain’ and the therapist said ‘No you
have to do, you have to do, you have to try’,” said Lucio.
Had it not been for her father’s health coverage
from his job, seeking treatment would have been
extremely costly for the family. Once the family had
reached their $1-million limit, they had to start paying
for therapy out of pocket. The family then moved to
Canada for access to better healthcare, as well as for
Lucio’s career.
Being new to Canada, Isabel’s mother, Rocio
Pazino, was unaware of universal healthcare. Once
she discovered it, she was then able to help Isabel
access her much-needed treatment and continue her
recovery.
“She has had all the therapies possible. You can
name it, she had it. The speech, recreational, physical,”
said Rocio.
However, waitlists sometimes made seeing
specialists difficult. Isabel received letters from
doctors about appointments a year in advance for
some of the treatments she needed.
“There’s a lot of demand, but I cannot be more
grateful,” said Rocio.

GRIEVING A LOSS
Her parents also had to come to grips with their
new reality. Somehow, they had to remember that
Isabel had changed, but inside she was still the same
person they loved.
“It was hard for me because I knew her life would
change and I knew things were going to be different,”
said Ana.
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Isabel and her older sister Anna. After Isabel’s stroke, the whole
family was brought together, always in Isabel’s corner regarldess
of her condition.
PHOTO SUPPLIED BY THE PAZMINO FAMILY

“It’s like losing one person and having another,”
Rocio realized. “You forget those social skills in a
sense and you turn to be like a little child who can
say anything that they want without filters, but very
happy and loving, and she’s still like that.”
Lucio shared the same feelings.
“We believe in God, and I remember I said ‘God
why not me? I’m old. Why my baby?’ It was difficult to
accept, very difficult.”
MOVING FORWARD
When talking about their daughter’s future, Lucio and
Rocio are optimistic.
“Our hope now is that she can live independently,
because at the end she’s going to be by herself,” said
Rocio.
Isabel believes that there could be more
improvement in making the public aware of what
happens during a stroke, as well as some of the
causes and triggers.
Isabel is proud of how far she has come, and how
much all her hard work has paid off. As she walks
down the street, a casual observer would never know
that she had a stroke.
“I’ve learnt that I am really strong and determined
— things that I maybe didn’t realize before, it’s really
nice to know that ‘yeah I am really strong’.”

CONTINUED REPORTING
For additional information on Isabel’s
story, as well as content about
identifying strokes and ongoing medical
developments, please visit
http://sarahharrower.wixsite.com/
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Social network unites women
in politics to combat trolls
Female leaders come together to discuss their careers in
politics and how social media is changing the game
BRITTANY SACKSCHEWSKY bsackschewsky@journal.ca

T

hreats of violence. Name calling. Bullying.
Women in politics have seen it all.
But at a panel discussion in February at Mount
Royal University, female politicians from across the
political spectrum came together to discuss their
experiences and look for solutions to what they all
agree is a serious problem that’s getting worse.
The panel included Service Alberta Minister
Stephanie McLean, Minister of Justice Kathleen
Ganley, Wildrose MLA Leela Aheer, NDP MLAs Sandra
Jansen and Estanfania Vargas Cortes, and Michelle
Robinson, a municipal candidate in the upcoming
election.
Collectively, the participants agreed there is a lot
of negativity about women on social media. Men
get it too, but when directed at women, it’s often
worse, with offensive language and threats of sexual
violence. When women and other minorities respond
to attacks on social media, their requests for respect
are usually ignored and they are instead given
demeaning labels such as “special snowflakes.”
Jansen said her strength in dealing with the online
hostility comes from the support of her team, who are
reassuring when the attacks get to her.
“My initial reaction is, ‘Should I change something
about myself?’” But Jansen has learned that the
hateful things that people say speak more to their
character than the person they are harassing.
The panellists agreed online harassment is an issue
that often hinders women from entering the political
realm. But at least one participants aid female leaders
can bring different skills to the table like collaboration

and listening to different perspectives.
“Everyone deserves to have a voice. Diversity and
equal representation are critical [in a democracy],”
says Ganley.
The solution to these issues is not simple, but
requires strength and political leadership at all levels,
says Mount Royal University professor Lori Williams.
Williams has been studying women in power, leading
up to the 2015 Alberta election.

“My initial reaction is,
‘Should I change something
about myself?’”
–Sandra Jansen
She’s found that online, the combination of
anonymity and immediate response can make for
a toxic brew. The result is a tone that is often “so
negative, so destructive, so divisive and combative,”
Williams says.
Furthermore, social media is now being used as a
tool for leaders to sidestep accountability. Politicians,
who are very skilled at using social media, are able to
take their message directly to people and avoid direct
questions from journalists.

Female politicians discuss problems they face with social media in Women in Politics pannel in February at Mount Royal University
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Fake news is also permeating through social media
networks, diminishing the capacity for fact-checking
and complete explanations of policies and proposals,
says Williams. The creation of misinformation, or
so-called alternative facts, and the undercutting of
anyone who challenges politicians who misuse social
media diminish the credibility of our political system.
Williams suggests parties and leaders make all the
difference. Politicians, especially female politicians,
can influence the online environment by emphasizing
a more positive tone, condemning bullying and
criticizing trolls, because that type of malicious
negativity is not helpful in a democracy.
Politicians could learn a thing or two from
Premier Rachel Notley and “lead by example,
calling for a better use of social media, a higher
standard, more respectful, collaborative tone in
both [our] everyday activity and in [our] responses
to the worst on social media.”
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INSTAGRAM SPOTLIGHT
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